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,effisTR^åCT

F¡evious researchers have proved that Advanced Static VAr Compensators

(ASVCs) with GTO thyristors are capable of providing effective, balanced reactive

power compensation with several aclvantages over currellt Static VAr Compensators

(SVCs). Researchers have also proved that load compensators with Thyristor

Controlled Reactors and Fixed Capacitors (TCRsÆCs) are capable of fast and

accurate load compensation of tluee-phase unsylilneEical loads. This investigation

capitalizes on the advantages of thc ASVC, to design a compact load compensator

capable of effectively compensating three-phase unsyrnmetrical loads and

possessing several advantages over the TCR/FC type load compensator.

The load compensation problem is first represented in terms of variable

susceptances and the presence on the ac system of undesirable positive- and

negative-sequence current components. The function of current load compensators,

which utilize feeclforward, direct calculation type controls are studied. The ability

of Current Sourcecl Inverter (CSi) type ASVCs with firing angle confol and Voltage

Sourced Invefier (VSI) type ASVC with phase shift angle confrol for provicling the

necessary positive-sequence currents for the elimination of those which are present

in the ac system, due to the unsymmetrical loacls, are explored. A novel inverter

Pulse Widtl-r control (PW) method using sinusoidal modulation is introduced. When

applied to the CSI the system is capable of generating appropriate

negative-sequence cunents for satisfying tire second part of load compensation. The

pW control cannot be successfully applied to a VSI. A dual bridge load compensator

which cornprised a fuing angle controlled positive-sequence bridge and a PW

control negative-sequence bridge, both of the CSI type was designed, modelled, and

simulated on an Elecgomagnetic'fransient program for DC simulation (Eh{TDC).

Finally a Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) scheme is applied to a VSI,

resulting in a cornpact load compensator capable of simultaneously providing both

1V



correct positive- and negative-sequence current components for fast and accurate

load cornpensation. This sy5¡srn is designecl, modelied, and simulated on EMTDC.

Results from ihe digital simulations of the dual bridge compensator and the

SpWM-VSI compensator are prescnted for various degrees of load imbalance.

The conclusion clrawn is that while the dual bridge load compensator possessed

neither the response speed nol the compensation range for operation aS a practical

and effective ASVC type load colnpensa,tor, the SPWM-VSI load compensator

proved to be fast and accurate and therefore capable of operating as a practical ASVC

type load compensator. The sPWM-VSI possessed certain advantages over the

TCTVFC type load compensator such aS: response speed, decreased size, decreased

use of passive components, better harmonic performance, and the use of less

calculations in its control Structure. However, the feeclback method of control used

proyed to be more complicated than that of the TCPJFC type load compensator'

Proposals are rnade for changing the controls of the SPWM-VSI from a feedback

type to a feedforward, direct calculations type.
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Some of the most frequently occurring abbreviations and syrnbols used in the text

are pteselìted below. Other syrnbols which occur in one place only are

explained wliere they aPPeæ.

SYIVIBOL REPR,ÐSENTAT'NON

Ac amplitude of carrier waveform

Ar amplitude of refelence waveform

ASVC advanced static VA¡ compensator

B susceptance

Cd, C¡rç dc caPacitor

CSI current sourced furverter

(d, q) two-a-ris transformation

EMTDC electromagnetic transient program for dc simulaúon

F filter

Fc frequencY of car¡ier waveform

Fo frequencY of ouþut waveform

Fr frequency of reference waveform

FC fixed caPacitor

G conductance

GTO gate turn off

HP high pass

Hz hertz, cYcle Per second

Ic compensator currenf

Id inverter dc side current

In magnitude of nth harmonic cunent

Is sYstem suPPlY current



Io zero-sequence current component

11 positive-sequence current component

Iz negative-sequence cuffent component

Ld dc smoothing reacior

Lö transformer induct¿nce

M modulation magnitude control

m modulation index

max.

meas.

min.

P

p

pf

PI

PLL

pu

PW

PWM

a
ref.

SPWM

SVC

t

TCR

TN

TSC

uF

maxlmum

measured

minimum

real power

pulse number

power factor

proportional integral

phase locke<l loop

per unit

pulse width control

pulse width modulation

reactive power

reference

sinusoidal pulse width modulation

static VAr compensator

time

thgisor controlled reactor

thyristor # N

thyristor switched capacitor

micro-farads

xvt



VCO

Vd

VI

vo

Vrms

VSI

Xt, Xd

Y

a

(a, þ)

,þ,p

ð

M

ø

w

voltage controlled osciliator

dc voitage

vector identifier

output voltage

root mean square voltage

voltage sourced inverter

tr ansfonner leakage reactance

admittance

fring delay angle

two-phase transformation

sinusoidal modulation phase shift angle

modulatio¡r phase shift control angle

firin g an gle difference

phase shift angle

frequency in raclians Per second

xYll
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L"Í. Fnanpose

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of using Advanced

Static VAr Compensators (ASVCÐ for cancelling the unbalanced currents due to

the presence of unsymmetrical loacls in tlrree-phase ac powef systems' The

application of various methods of control to Voltage Sourced Inverters (VSIs)'

Currcnt Sou¡ced Inverters (CSIs) and combinations thereof will form the

foundation of this investigation. Two possible methods of solution will be

simuiated on an Electromagnetic Transients progra¡n for DC sirnulation

(EMTDC) [1] and tlieir performance comp;ued rvith present types of load

compensators.

k.2 iþflofåvaÉion

Due to the recent advances in ihe development of liigh power thyristors with

fast switching capabilities, such as the Gate Turn Off Thyristor (GTO), the focus

of reactive power compensation is changing from that of using combinations of

Fixecl Capacitors (FCs), Thyristor Switched Capacitors (TSCs) and/or Thyristor

Controlled Reactors (TCRs), which comprise devices refened to as Static VAr

Compensators (SVCs), to configurations which comprise either single- or

three-phase GTO converters which are called ASVCs. The potential advantages

are projected to be in the form of reduced ccmpensator size, increased

compensation ranges with better transient performance, decreased costs, more

precise reactive powel conÍol and improved harmonic performance. A few



relatively small prototypes of these ASVCs are currently performing satisfactorily

in distribution systems. One such example includes a + i MVAI ASVC which

was developed by Edwards and Nannery and which has been in operation at the

Orange and Rockland Utilities Inc., Spring Valley, NX since October L986 Lzl'

In their present application these ASVCs are required to provide reactive power

compensation in the fonn of voløge conffol to balanced tlree-phase systems'

As opposed to System compensators,loa¡l compensatols ale usualiy much

smaller devices which are require{ to provide reactive power compensation for

unsymmetrical three-phase loads. This usually demands that the load

compensator generate unbalanced currents in order to cancei the effects of those

which result from the presence of the unsymlnefical load on the power system'

Current load cornpensators use Tclts and FCs for providing the required

unbalanced curents, however this lnethod of load compensation essentially treats

the three-phase system aS thlee sepalate single phases and concenü"ates on

compensating each phase sepalately. \Vhen clesigned with accurate, high speed

controls, such as the design by Gueth, et. al. [3] where a Programmable High

Speed ConUoller (PHSC) [4] was usecl, these load compensators perform

satisfactorily. Horvever, there lias been no research to date on the concept of a

solid state load compensator which \#ould utilize fewer passive components and

less complicatecl controls, and be less costly than current load compensators and

which would posSeSS the increasecl effcctive operating range' improved transient

perfonnance and compactness of the ASVC.

X-.3 Thesås tutEime

Chapter 2 takes a more indepth look at the requirements for and current trends

in loact compensation. Current state of the art loacl compensators are examined

and theil conftol structures explained. In Chapter 3 the possibility and



advantages of using solid state GTO converters for power-factor cor¡ection are

discussed. A comparison is made bctween the suitability of the CSI and the VSI

for cogholling the reactive power. The last sectioli in this chapter examines the

fault perfo¡nallce of GTO thyristor conveltels as opposed to conventional

thyristor ccnveriers. Chapter 4looks at the concept of Pulse Width Control (PW)

for achieving unbalanced operaúon in GTO convertets and the application of

these as part of a dual bridge load compensator. The dual bridge compensator

combines the concepts of Chapter 3 with those of the earlier sections of Chapter

4. In this chapter the results from the simulation of the dual bridge load

compensator on EMTDC are presented. In the fifth chapter the concept of

utilizing Sinusoiclal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) in a VSI for the

development of a compact load compensator is presented. A SPV/M-VSI type

loacl compensatol is designed and the results from the EMTDC simulation

presented. Chapter 6 commences with a compalative analysis of the perfonnance

of all the load compensators which were presented in previous chapters and

concludes with recommendations for improving their performance.
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The basic objectives which a¡e associated with loacl compensation are

power factor correction and load batancing. The aim being to correct the power

factor of the ioad to unity and to balalce the unbalanced currents which result

frorn the presence of an unbalancecl loacl in the supply system. When the above

objectives are realized, cnly in-phase balanced cuffents will flow in the supply

systein. Generally the requirement is for the load compensation to be

accornplisliecl within two to four cycles of the system's fundamental frequency

and for all undesirable harmonics which result from the load compensation

scheme to be eliminated. Load cornpensation, which can also be thought of as

the cancellation of the reaclive powel or VAr demand of large and fluctuating

indusfial loads, should not be confused with system compensation or voltage

support of transmission lines. With system compensation (voltage support) the

objective is to regulatc or çontrol the voltage at the specific terminal which is

being compensated by inducing an appropriate voltage across the ac system

impedance at that terminal.

Ideally, that is if both effective load as well as system compensatols are

present, an ac power system woulcl: possess constant voltage and frequency at

eveïy supply point; have unity power factor; and be free from harmonics. In

particular, these paramete¡s woulcl be independent of the size and characteristics

of the consumers' loads. Also, there could be no interference between different

loads as a result of variations in the ctulent taken by each one. However, most



industrial loads add to the irnperfections of the polver system since they

invariably possess lagging power factors, hence they absorb reactive power, and

the resultirìg current which is drawn by the load will be larger than is required for

reai power consumption only. From the supply utilify point of view, transmission

of unnecessary ¡e¿"¡iue power means that the ffansmitted cunents will be much

greater requiring higlier rating utility feedcrs and hansformers which result in

higher thau necessary capiøl costs. The penalty to the consumer is the increased

billing by the supply utility in order to cornpensate for the increased costs. To

reduce this problem, dynamic static var compensators are increasingly being

used. I{ere the term load compensation is used where the reactive polver

management is effected for a single load (or group of loads) and the

compensating equipment is usually located adjacent to large cyciic or intermittent

loads. The proper application of such compensators can allow for substantial

expansion of an existing plant without the necessity of increasing the rating of the

utiliry feeders and transformers supplying the plant.

Z.l.L Povven Factor CornectËon

Power factor correction usually entails generating reactive power as close as

possible to the load which requires it, rather than supplying the reactive power

from a remote power station. Due to the nature of indusUial loads, the aim is to

compensate the load such that it appears to the remainder of the power system as

a purely resistive load, that is, one which neither absorbs nor generates reactive

power and whose power factor is unitl'. This results in the transfer of only real

powel between the gerterating bus and the load. To illusfrate this concept:

suppose a single phase lagging power factor load rvith admittance YL = GL + jBl

is supplied from a bus with r.m.s voltage V, as shown in Figure 2.1(a) below,



I 

"cosÊ1,

Load Admit0ance
YX.,= G¡+jE¡

InF rl-t 
x_;

@

then the current which must be supplied to the lagging power factor load Il can be

expressed as:

17=W7
=V(Gr+jBr)
= VGr + jVBr

(2.r)

Which shows that the load cunent has a real component I¡ and an irnaginary

component I¡a and

Ir=lR+jlu

Now the apparent power suppliecl to the load is

(2.2)

S¿ = VIL

= vzGr - jvzBr

=Pr+jQr
(2.3)

showing that the appalent power has a real component P¡ and a leactive

component Q¡. Therefore the current 15 supplied by the power systetn is larger

than is necessary for real power transfer alone. According to the phasor diagram

in Figure 2.1(b), 15 is larger by a factor of

It = 
1 = 1

I¡¿ cos$L P.f
(2.4)



If the load compensator, consisting of a purely reactive admittance which is equal

and opposite to that of the load, is connecteci in parallel with the load, then the

current supplied by the pov/er sysicm to both loacl and compensator will now be:

15 =lr*lc
= V(Gr + jBr) - V(iBr)

=VGt-lp
(2.s)

The polver factor of the system is now unity ancl the power system supplies only

the current necessaJy for real power consumption, vrltile tile reactive potwer

requirecl by the load is supplied locally by the compensator'

The load compensation scheme as presented above is no doubt incapable of

providing power factor correction to loads which vary thei.r demand for reactive

powel since the principle involved fixed aclmittances. In later sections, the

concept of a load compensator which is capable of following variations in the

reactive poriler requirement of loacls is presented.

2"1,.2 å,oad tsalancimg

Generally most ac po\,ver systerns are thlee phase and are designed for

balanced operation. Unbalanced operation gives rise to unbalanced currents

which result in negative- and zero- Sequence components of current being

present in the systcm. These sequcnce components can have undesirable effects,

including additional losses in motors and generating units, oscillating torque in ac

machines, increased rippte in rectifiers, malfunction of several types of

equiprnent, saturation of transformers, and excessive neutral currents. Certain

types of equipment, including sevcral types of compensators, depend also on

balanced operaúon for the suppression of triplen hannonics. Under unbalanced

conditions, these would appear in the power system and harmonic elimination



problems are increased. These unrlcsirable ha¡inonics are usually eliminated by

using appropriately tuned filters. However the problems of harmonic elimination

are usually clirectly associated with cornpensation problems and in some cases

can be used as a basis for accepting or rejecting a particular compensator

configuration, since in some cases compensatofs themselves generate harmonics'

In fact the study of hannonics and their elimination and/or suppression will be

dealt with in this thesis, si¡ce soiid state ASVCs genelate undesirable harmonics'

2,2 H,oarå Cormpenesatiom wi€Ra AdrrsÊÉtamce

l{eÉwos'ks f'o r Umsynaaxsre'f nåca[ F,oads

An indepth examination of the utilization of phase balancing and power factor

cor¡ection of unsymmehical loads can be obtained in [5, 6]. Briefly, the approach

to loacl compensation is summarized in the following important principles:

1) Any unbalanced linear ungrounded three phase load can be Úansformed into a

balancecl, real three-phase load without changing the real power exchange

between source and ioad, by connecting an ideal compensating network in

parallel with it.

2) The ideal compensating network can be purely reactive'

3) If the load admittances vafy, then an ideal compensating network should also

possess varying susceptances if the compensation is to remain perfect'

4) The ideal load compensator is concei''¿ed as any passive

three-phase admittance network which, when connected in parallel with the

load, rvill present a real and syrnmet¡ical load to the supply'

Figure 2.2below incorporates the four rules listed above in order to design the

three-phase, delta connected ideal compensating network. This design is

atributed to C.P Steinmetz and is developed in its entirety in [5, 6]. In this case



balanced suppty voltages are assumecl. The aim of the compensating net\ilork is

to cancel the reactive power in each branch of the load.

Ejeu¿2À An ideal comPen satin 8-setwork

Consicler the three-phase delø-connected unbalanced load in Figure 2.3,here

Yiu #Y!'#Y't"
(2.6)

wlrere the subscript / represents load and the superscripts (ab, bc and ca)

reptesent the particular phase of the delta in which the admittance is connected.

Nov¿ in order to compensate such a load the requirement is for an admittance

network which, when combined rvith the urtbalanced three-phase load, presents

to the supply terminal a real, balanced ioad. 
'lVith 

reference to Figure 2.3 each

load admittalce can be compensated separately as if it was a single phase load.

Consider the admitfan ceY¡ù in phase ab to bemade up of a conductance G¡ob

and a susceptanceB¡ob,that is

Yio-Gi"+iBib
(2.1)



Norv in o¡der to reduce Y¡ù toa conductance' a susceptånce which is capable of

cancelling the susceptance jB¡"b is required, this can be accomplished by

connecting a susceptan ce -iBrob (c representing the compensator) in parallel with

Y¡d. Therefore equation (2.7) becomes

wab Gibrt vt 
(z'8)

If similar susceptances are placerJ in parallel with the conductances in each phase

then the load will now appeal as shown in Figure 2'4'

This load is norv purely resistive, lvhich means that it presents a unity power

factor system to the supply. The load however remains unbalanced' If phase øå

is again selected, then in order to maintain a real but balanced load, Steinmetz

suggested that a capacitive susceptance

B=
(2.e)

must be connected in phase bc anrl an inductive susceptance

Gib:
,lz

-Gib: ltB=

t0

(2.10)



must be connected in phase ca. Similar steps are performed on the admittances in

phases bc andcø resulting in the ideal cornpensating netlvolk of Figure 2'2 whicb

presents a real ancl baianced three-phase load to the supply. Now for each phase

the total susceptanÇe required by thc compensation network which is in parallel

with the unbalanced tbree-phase load is,

(Gî' Gr)
BZb = -ßo,u +

By" - -8b,, * 
(Gib 

-cî")

ts",o -- -Bîo * Gl' 
-cib)

(2.11)

The loacl conductances are therefore balanced (load requires sa¡ne power in all

three phases), and the load power factor is unity'

The above ideal compensating netwolk is a very effective theoretical

illustration which is hardtry ever uscd in practical systems due to the difficulty

which is involved in measuring the loacl aclmittances, and the system's inability to

compensate rapidly varying loacls. It is generally much easier to measure the

separate line currents and voltages wliich can then be utilized in order to

accurately calculate the susceptances which are required in each phase for load

compensation. In Section 2.3loadcompensation systems which ale cunently irì

use are presented.

2.3 Cunnernt T'nencls ixt l,oad comlpenesatåon

Most of the load compensation schemes which afe plesently in use utilize

Some appropriate cont¡ol Structure in order to reaüze appropriate susceptances or

cuffents nceded for compensating fluctuating loads in a relatively short time ( two

to four cycles of the power System's fundamental frequency)' Most of these

11



compensating systems use clirect computâtion or 'feeclforward' control methods,

although some use a combination of 'feedforward' and 'feedback' control

depencling oir the complexity oi the problem at hand [7]. Usually in direct

computation type systems, a set of steady state equations ale repeatedly solved

using an appropriateiy predetermined algorithm. These equations in most cases'

represent the variable susceptances as functions of load characte¡istics which are

available, and which can be easily and accurately measured and/or calculated,

Such aS thc line currents and voltagcs or the Symmetrical component

representation of these. To realize the variable susceptances, TCRs with FCs are

predominantly used. TCRs with TSCs are hardly ever used since these are more

suitable for system compensation (See Section 2.3.2). Section 2.3'3 examines

solne of the 'feedforwa¡d' cont¡ol lnethods which afe currently used'

2.3.1 TIee Synmn-rnetnfical Conaporaernt Ðescription of [,oad

Conapensatioxl

In this thesis, load compensation will bc realized by employing solid state

static power convertels. The basis for thei¡ use in existing prototypes, as

presentecl in [8, 9, 10], requires the accurate measurement and control of both the

required and generated reactive power. Alternativel)' the 'state' of the load

which requires compensation can be effectively described in terms of the

three-phase synìmetrical components of its line cunents thus eliminating the need

for ¡eactive powel measulement and control. In terms of three phase

symmeftiÇal componenis, a measure of the negative-sequence load current gives

an indication of tlie degree of load imbalance. Unbalanced loads give rise to

unbalanced c1¡ïents which result in the presence of components of load current in

the wrong phase Sequence, namely the negative- and zelo- Sequence. In three

wire system however, the sum of the line-te-neunal voltage phasors is always

t2



zefo, hence the zero-sequence component is never present. Therefore the

compensated load wili be þalanced if its negative-sequence current is zero,

requiring that,

Iz(t)+12:c)=Q
(2.12)

where the subscripts / and c have been added to emphasize the load and

compensator cuffents respectively. This equation applies to both the real and

imaginary components of the negative Sequence load and compensator cunents'

Likelvise a measure of the positive-sequence cunent in the loacl is an indication

of the power factor of the load. Thcrefore in order to realize the requirements

stated above for effective load compensation, namely that the power factor of the

loacl should be unity, this requires that the imaginary part of the

positive-sequençe line current should be zero' That is,

hntlr(Ð+I1(c)l =0
(2.r3)

2.3.2 T'he T'äeyrËs$cn csnÉx"calecå Reactor with Fixed

capaciÉors frr fltealiøimg variable sarcceptances

The 1CffiC arrangement is shown in Figure 2.5(a) and consists of a fixed

capacitor in parallel with a thyristor-cont¡olled inductor. In this anangement the

conduction interval of the thyristor switches are va¡ied thereby controlling the

flow of çu¡¡ent in ttre inductor (L), this is achieved by delaying the closing of the

thyristor swirches by an angle a in each half cycle with respect to the peak of the

applied voltage. The two oppositely poled thyristors conduct on alternate

half-cycles of the supply frequency. Figure 2.5(b) shows the fundamental

inductor Çurrent (I¡1) as a functio¡ ofa whilst Figure 2.5(c) shows the TCR/FC

control process. Flere the controlled inductor curïent, il(ø ) is shown along with
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the applied voltage, u, as the firing clelay angles of the thyristor switches are

varied from 0o to 90o. The assumption is that the gating is delayed by equal

amounts for both thyristors (symmetrical firing or balanced gating)' If the

thyristors are gateci into conduction precisely at the peaks of the suppiy voltage,

full copduction results in the reactor arrd the current is the same as if the thyristor

controllels were shorted. The current lags the voltage by nearly 90o and is almost

purely reactive ciue to the fact that there exists a small in-phase cuffent

component which results from the powel losses in the reactor. A TCR with FC

cannot have a lagging cu¡rent unless the TCR's reactive power absorpúon rating

exceeds that of the capacitors, that is X¡ must be smaller than Xc. When this

condition is satisfied a variable susceptance with a range of control in lioth the

incluctive and capacitive domains can be realizecl'

According to Figures 2.5(b) ancl2.5(c) the current in the inductor can be

varied from zero to a maximum value corresponding to firing delay angles of 90o

and 0o respectiveiy meaning that the effecúve impedance of the inductor is va¡ied

from an infinite value (zero inductor current with no thyristor conduction) to a

value equal to X¡ (maximum inductor current lvith full thyristor conduction).

v
wL

t'" L

tBr,'"'

t4

current vs thyristor firing delay an
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By conroilinga the total current i(ø ) can be controlled from varying magnitudes

of purely inductive to purely capacitive, and in terms of the fundamental

component of current, the TCRÆC affangement represents a confolled

susceptance. In practice, the effective impedance zurd compensating curlent can

only be adjusted in discrete instants of time, not more than once in each half cycie

and the net reactive power absorption raling with the capacitors connected is

equal to the difference between the ratings of the TCR and the FC. The main

disadvmtage of using TCRs is that they generate undesirable harmonics. For

identical positive and negative current half-cycies (symrneüical or balanced

thyristor fuing) only odd harmonics ale generated. For a three-phase system, the

singie-phase TCRs are usually comected in delt¿, thus rvhen the thyristor fuiltg

is balanced, all odd harmonics (n = 5, J,lI,13,. . .), with the excepúon of the

Eiplen ha¡monics (n = 3, 9, 15, . . .), must be filtered. The fiplen harmonics

circulate in the closed delt¿ and are absent from the line cur¡ents. The other odd

t5
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harmonics are usually kept out of the line currents by replacing the fixed

capacitors with a filter network which draws the same fundamental current at the

system frequency and provides a low impedance shunt path at the harmonic

frequency. Under unbalanced firing conditions all harmonics including even

harmonics along with ctc components are produced underlining the importance of

symmetrical thyristor firing.

\\¿ith the TCRIFC arïangement only one set of antiparallei high voltage

thyristor slvitches in series with the inductor is required in each phase.

Depending on the total rating of thc compensated system, the TCR can be

conncctcd dilectly to the ac system witliout the need for step{own transformers'

The response of the TCRÆC type load compensator is much faster than older

systems wirich utilized switched inductor and capacitor banks, this renders the

TCR/FC scheme more advantageous for compensating elecffic arc furnaces [11]

which present to the powef system a rapidly varying, generally unbalanced load

with a poor lagging power factor. In general the TCRIFC type load compensator

offers excellent performmce and high reliability at afaitly acceptable cost.

Horvever, later chapters will show how the rapid developrnent of high power

thyristor swirches such as Gate Tu¡n Off thyristors (GTOs) and their use in static

powel convefters, present the potential for even cheaper and more compact

methods of load compensation.

Section 2.3.3 shows one method for developing the control equations which

can be used in a 'feedforlvarcl' type control systern and Section 2.3.4 examine

some of the conhol methods which are currently used in variable susceptance

type load compensators.

2.3.3 Ðevelopffi]ent ofl ConÊn"o[ Ðquations for Variable

Suscep$ance Tlpe l,oad Comrpensators

In a paper by Gueth, et al. t3l an algorithm is developed which is based on
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equations (2.12) and (2.13) and rvhich encorporates fast and accurate

measurement of the sequence component çu¡rents along with accurate control of

a TCR's firing instants in order to provide rapid load compensation without the

neecl for feedback. In fact tlie control methodology which is presented in that

paper results in effective load cornpensation v¿ithin two cycles. For increased

speecl and accuracy a PHSC is proposed. Figure 2.6 demonstates the use of a

delta connected load compensator which is based on the general concepts

presented in Sections 2.3.I-3 and [3, 7]. Here Bab,Bbc andBca represent

variable susceptances in phase s ab, bc and ca respectively, these ca¡r be either

capacitive(-r) or inductive(-). If the uilbalanced load is assumed to be supplied

by a balanced three-phase set of voltages with positive phase sequence, then tlie

rms line-to-neuhal voltages will be: Va = V; Yb = a2Y; and Vc = aY,whele a:

-0.5 + j0.866

Figure 2.6: DeltAçonnected load compensator with variable susceptances

Therefore

Vab=Va-Vb
Vbc=Vb-Vc
Vca=Vc-Va

= ßv ¿to"
= ßv ¿ -go"
= ßv t -3oo

= (l
= (az

=(a

- a\v
- a)v

r)v

and

¡,llv t3o nat
j.[lv ¿ -9o Bbc

j'l1v¿-30" Bca

(2.t4)

Iab = jBøb Vab =

Ibc = jÙbc Vbc =
Ica = jBca Vcø =

t7

(2.ts)



and the line cur¡ents in the compensating network can be expressed in matrix

fonn by the subtraction of the phase cuffents as

flol ft¿zv o 1L4v1

Ll:J 
= n' l'- r5o' 

,':rnoo ,.o,,o' .l

susceptances. Therefore

f-I'l ft¿gv lLgv

tjJ 
= u 

Lt 
LLso' tL-scr

(2.t6)

The symmetrical component [ansformation is now applied to the three line

currents which results in expressions for 11, 12, and Ig replesenting the positive-,

negative-, and zero-sequence current components respectively, in terms of the

\?T;l|jiÅ
(2.r7)

'With reference to equaúons (2.I2) and (2.13) it should be noted that the

compensator, under balanced voltage conditions, can receive only imaginary

cornponents of the positive sequence current (Im{Ir }), both real and imaginary

components of the negative-sequence cu¡¡ent (Re{Iz} and Im{12}) an no

zero-sequence component. This irnplies that,

(2.18)

Therefore the susceptances Bab, Bbc, and Bca which are required for load

compensaúon can be calculated by inverting the matrix which contains the

coefficients of the variable susceptances. This results in an equation for

accurately calculating the compensator susceptances from the measured sequence

components of current as shown below.

Hilil '[i î ;l [;r]
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hn +Li I i] Hilll
(2.te)

2"3.4 MeÉhods of coninoE fçn variahEe suscepÉance TYpe

Load CormpenesaÉons

Section 2.3 statedthat di¡ect computational or 'feedforward' control was the

main form of control which is currently used in load compensators. According to

the above discussions on the clerivaúon of the variable susceptances, by using

TCR/FC type load compensators, it is apparent that for accurate load

compensation the required controller must be able to:

1) accurately interpret ths 'state' of the load, that is by measuring the load

currents or voltages in each Phase;

2) appiy the information from l) to a set of steady state equations which

represent the susceptances as functions of the measured quantities, such as

equation (2.I9);

3) derive f¡om the susceptances the correct value of the reactor current which is

required to flow in each phase of the TCIVFC compensator; and

4) convert the desired reactor curren[ into a corresponding firing angle, where

the relationship between the fundamental reactor cunent and the firing angle is

given by equation (2.20) 17,I2l .

v21Ir, = -:- (1 - J-s - - sin?-a )wLItfi
0sa

(2.20)

This control approach is based on the fundamental presumption that the load is in

steady state between any two consecutive instants of time at which the cu¡rent in

the cornpensating susceptances is changed. Since the operation of each T'CR/FC
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is synchronized to the line-to-line voltage to which it is connected, the above

calculations for each phase must be canied out over time intervais which are

mutually displaced by a thi-r'd of the perioclic time of the ac system voltage [7].

Figure 2J (a) shows a schematic of the compensation scheme and emphasizes the

fact that the three compensating currents are independently controlled for each

phase of the compensated loacl. Figure 2.7(b) summarizes steps 1) to 4) above '

It is irnportant to note that if the above aûangement is used with a ffansformer,

the calculations must be appropriately acljusted in order to take into consideration

the transformer's leakage reactance.

The .feedforward' control in practical appiications, differ only by the choice of

controllers for processing the steady state equations, and the equations which are

used in orcler to describe the 'state' of the loacl. Most titnes these two choices are

governed by the speed and açcuracy with which a particular quantity could be

measured and processed ancl by thc other functions which are required of the

control system, that is apart from load compensation: for example [3] specifies

that apart from loacl compensation witfiin iwo cycles, the control system should

be capable oi regulating the voltage to a selected range within four cycles and

maintainiltg the negative sequence voltage within a selectable maximum limit

within four cycles. Also in this case the control systeln is required to allow

voltage regulation to take priority over load compensation'

In t3l the cont¡oller is of the PHSC type and the variable compensating

Susceptances ale represented as funcúons of the symmetrical current components

ancl the positive-sequenÇe phase reference phasor voltage. The values of the

required susceptances are calculated using equation(2.19) which is represented in

the PFISC by adders (See Figure 2'B).
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A function generator is then used to convert the susceptance values to the

requirecl firing angle for the antiparallel thyristors in each phase .

BøbIr#Itl

Il{I,t} Bbc

Bcø

l¡neia )-T--'- r I OUTFUTS

loacl compensator

The presented results show that among other advantages, the use of the PHSC
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significa¡tly reduces the amount of system parameters which must be measured;

increases the accuracy of the fiiing angle calculation and eliminates the need for

feedback control.

2.4 CÊaapter SalamrmanY

This chapter plesented a brief overview of the requirements and objectives for

load compensation. Load compensation was explained in terms of power factor

correction and load balancing, and the required respollse speed of load

compensators was said to be in the range of 24 cycles of the system's

fundamentai frequency. The principles for designing load compensators by way

of adrnittance networks was explored. However since these networks did not

poSSeSs variable adrnittances it was concluded that they cannot compensate

varying unsyrnmetrical loads. Compensatols with the ability to compensate

rapiclly varying unsymmetrical loacls ancl based ou the measurement of

symrnetrical component cuffents lvere presented. It was observed that most of

these compensators were of the TCRiFC type rvith feedforward, direct calculation

type controllers. The cleveiopment of the control equations for such load

compensators tvas presentred and the performance of a load compensator based on

the use of a PHSC was examined.

Other conclusions which can be drawn from this chapter includes:

l. The objectives of load compensation are quite different from those of system

compcnsation. Load compensators are required to correct the power factor and

balance unsymmetrical ioads whilst system compensators are required to regulate

or control the voltage at the specific terminal which is being compensated;

2. The power factor of a load can be corected to unity if:

i) a purely reactive admittance which is equal and opposite to that of the
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load is connected in parallel with the load; or

ii) the imaginary part of the positi're-sequence current component due to the

load is eliminated.

3. An unsymmetrical load can be balanced by:

i) connecting appropriate susceptances in parallel with the impedances in

each phase of the load. These irnpedances can be chosen based on the ideal

compeu sating network attributed to C.P. S tein metz:

ii) eliminating both the real and imaginary palts of the

negative-sequence current componcnt due to the presence of the load'

4. Controlling the fuing instants of the thyristors, thereby controlling the perioci

of conduction, in a TCRÆC compensatol alrangement can result in the

esøblishment of appropriate variable susceptances in order to compensate an

unsyrrunefi-ical load. If the fuing of the thyristors is balanced (symmetrical

firing) only ocld harmonics are gcnerated and for a tluee-phase syste¡r the TCRs

are usually connected in delø which results in the elinúnation of the riplen

halmonics. All other odd harmonics are stili present and must be filæred out.

Usuaily the FCs are replaced by filter netv¿orks which provide lcw impedance

shunt paths at the harmonic frequencies.
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3.L AaËvamced SûaÉåc Var Corm¡eemsaÉors with GT't

ÉhynisÉons

In this chapter the power factor conection aspect of load compensation will

be addressed whilst the load balancing aspect of loaci compensation wiü be

addressed in chapter 4. in the first case the ability of static power converters

with GTO tþyristors to provide adequate þalanced reactive powef compensation

or purely irnaginary positive-sequence currents for power factor conecúon will

be exploited, whilst in the second case the GTO thyristor convefter's ability to

provide the unbalanced currents oI correct values of the negative Sequence

cufrents which are needed for load bala¡cing will be examined.

In a paper by Gyugyi [5], the iclea of using power converters for reactive

power cont¡ol was presented, however this idea was more of a conceptual one,

posscssing potentially many advantages over the SVC, than a practical one since

the performance of power converters in high power applications were

questionable, this due to the unavailability of appropriate high power switches.

With the developmenr of the GTO thyristor small prototypes of the ASVC came

into operation. Although GTOs are cuffently available with ratings of 4500V

and 25004 [13] and higher, the use of GTO based ASVCs for high power utility

applications have not found acceptance due to theii complexity [14]. However,

because of the potential advantages which can be derived from the use of such

systems and with more research, the prediction is that ASVCs will eventually
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replace conventional sVCs in reactive power control. In Section 3.1.1 the

function of GTO thyristor switches in inverters will be examined.

,3 4 4 t-'rrFrl-\ rFtE-*,-:^¿^- C.''ié^L^o l* E*rran*orc
J.Å.Å S.r l. (J !. lrJA XþtUÅ ÙYYÅLE-ÄÈEì' ÃÂll ÄlÀ r {.f l'\t t Õ

There are basically two types of inverters: the voltage sowced inverter; and

the current sourced inverter. These two types of inverters derive their names from

the dc soutce which is applied to the dc end of the inverter. Conventional

thyristor converters are usually restricted to line commut¿ted circuits usually of

the current sourÇed type lvhilst GTO thyristor converters can be self commutated

and are generally of both the current sourced and voltage sourced type. Usually a

VSI has a capacitor conneoted directly across the dc terminals, with no

intervening irnpedance apart from snubbers and wiring, and a CSI has an inductor

in series with the dc terminals, plececled by no shunt impedance apalt from

snubbers and stray capacitance.

In this thesis the use of both VSIs and CSIs along with combinations of the

basic configuations, in order to realize a practical load compensator, will be

investigatecl. Section 3.2 presents a brief look into the operation of the CSI type

var controller and Section 3.3 examines the VSI type var congoller.

3.2

3.2.1

Curner*É Sourced InverËers

The tperatiomatr CharacÊeråstics of Current

So¡.rrced EmverÊers

In a conventional 6-pulse, line commutated GTO thyristor inverter in normal

operation and connected to a balanced tluee phase load, each valve conducts 120o

per cycle. Since the conducting periods of the six valves are evenly distributed,

the resulting cunent waveform is a quasi-square one. See Figure 3.1.
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c

0

The firing angles are equally displaced between the three phases as

Go, aø anrJ a" for phases a, b and c respectively. In normal balanced operation

(3.1)

The dc supply of a 6-puise crurent sourced inverter is supposed to be an ideal

current source which in practice is a regulated rectifier with filters and sufficient

inductance. In normal operation the current is intenupted by the outgoing valve

of one phase and diverged to anoilrer phase by the incoming valve. The fast

switching causes high stress on the outgoing valve due to the inductance in the

circuit. The capacitors which are connected across the inverter's output terminals

serve to absorb the energy which is released from the inductance. A GTO CSI is

shorvn in Figure 3.2.

On the ac side there are normally haimonic filters in parallel with the ioad. In

normal operation, the output current for phase a canbe expressed using Fourier

analysis as :

e'o - &a + 1B0o

Q'b - a6 + 1800

GL=Gc+i80o
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io = ,' 'oE-lft

n=6k

n= út
n=0

*1,

1 (- l)t sin nwt

n

k =0, 1,2,
(3.2)

lrence the magnitude of the rms fundamental current cotnponent in phase a canbe

expressed as

Ia =
,lz I¿,11

(3.3)

and the nth current harmonic as

In - 
Ia

ll
(3.4)

Usually single-tuned filters for 5th,7th, 11th and 13th ha¡monics are required in

order to eliminate these harmonics, and a damped high pass filter is required in

order to suppress the lTth and higher order harmonics.

3.2"2 The Curnent Sos¡rcectr lnvenÉer for Reactive Fower

Contnol

A cunent sourced type vaf generatol can be realized by utilizing an
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inductively loaded acldc GTO convcrtel as shown in Figure 3.3 ( taken from [5]).

ÑW\T

Figure 3.3: CSI as a var eenerator lg) lagging operation (þ) l€

Since a naturally commutated converter can only provide lagging vars, it is

common practice to use the self commutated converter since it provides both

lagging and leading vars. In terms of the power factor cor¡ection aspect of load

compensation, this self commutated invertef can conect for both leading as well

as lagging power factor loads.

A naturally commutated converter can only operate if the thyristor switches

are fired at such delay angles whcre the dc cufient is 'naturally' Eansfer¡ed from

one pair of thyristors to the next pair. Hence there is a general restricúon on the

angle of delay to the range 0o to about 160o, measured from the ea¡liest point of

natural commutation. Tire phase of the ac line cuffent lags the conesponding

tl

"z

tl

tl
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voltage by an angle which is equal to the firing clelay angle. Therefore when the

CSI is used as a feactive power Source, the fuing clelay angle is 90o, as shown in

Figure 3.3(a). The effective operation of this system requires establishment and

maintenance of the required dc current in the inducto¡. To do this the firing delay

angle rnust in practice be slightly less than 90o so that there is just enough dc

voltage to overcolne the thyristor voltage drops and the resistances of the inductor

and the ac system. The magnitude of the dc cunent and consequently the

amplitude of the ac line çuïents can therefore be effecúvely conftolled by

adjusting the fir.ing delay angle. Hence a naturally commutated converter can be

viewed at the ac lines as a continuously variabie balanced three-phase inductor.

In order to supply confollable leading reactive power' the converter inputs must

be shunted by three capacitor banks of appropriate rating. This is to ensure that

the cornbined cu¡rent drarvn from tþe ac System becomes leading aS the converter

current is clecreased.

In orcler to make the converter input currents leacling, it is necessaly to

advance tl-re firing angles by 90o with respect to the first point of natural

commutation. The mean dc output voltage is zero and the converter input

currents lead the conesponding input voltages by 90o as shown in Figure 3'3(tl)'

Again the practice of advancing the firing angle slightly less than 90o is used in

order tc establish and maintain the required dc current. The self commutated

GTO corrverter is thus a four-quadrant corÌverter capable of operating over the

toøl fluing angle range of 0o to 360o.

The rating of the CSI reactive power controller can be approximately

one-half the rating of soine other SVC approaches for a given application'

Details are given in [8].

In terms of symmetrical components and in keeping with the theory

developed in Chapter 2, the CSI lvhen operating as a source of reactive power can
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be viewed as a soulce of imaginary positive sequence current' Basically when the

CSI is made to opefate at a fuing delay angle of 90o relative to the coresponding

systern voltage phase angle, variation of the magnitude of the dc input current can

result in the pfoduction of lagging positive sequence cgrrent of varying

magnitudes. In fact the result is an linear relationship between the magnitudes of

I¿c zurcl Ir. similarly when the fhing delay angle is -90o relative to the

corresponding system voltage phase angle, leading positive sequence current of

varying magnitudes Çan be produced. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship befween

I¿" and 11.

2

Im{It
in pu

1

CASEa = +

Im{I t}
in pu

1.0
Idc in pu

Voåfage Sounced lnnveq"ters3.3

"?trJo.JcÅ operatiomaË chanacteristias of' voltage sor.rrced

Xnventers

The voltage sourced inverter is the dual of the current sourced inverter' The

line-to-line voltage of a VSI is similar to the line current of a CSI' Figure 3'5

illustrates the fact that gating the thyristors in the sequence T1, T2, T3, T4, T5

and T6 every cycle and leaving eaÇh Çonducting for 180o of the output cycle will

procluce voitages rvith respecÍ to the negative terminal, Van, Vbtt and Vcn at the
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output terminals a, b and c. The capacitor rvhich is connected across the

inverter's dc terminais is assumed to behave like an ideal voltage source when

chargcd. The inverter can therefore produce a set of quasi-square output voltage

waveforms of a given frequency by connecting the capacitor sequentially to the

tfuee output terminals of the appropriate GTO switches. The output waveforms

at tlre centre of the switch poles are shorvn in Figure 3.6 as Van, Vbn and V cn..

Figure 3.5:-VSI firing se-q¡lence

The line-to-line volta ges Vøb , l¡lsc utd \lca we obtained by subnacdon as

follows:

Vab=Van-Vb¡t
VItc=Vbn-Vctt
Vca=Vcn-Van

(3.s)

and are displaced 120o from each other as shown in Figure 3.6. Application of

Fourier analysis in a similar manner as with the current sourced inverter, results

in the following line-to-line voltåges.

Ydtrø
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Vbc

= 
'ï 4'o 

"or(9sin n(wt*4>
Þ11lOO

D-1,3,5...

= 't 4!.0- 
"ru tþ sin rt ( wt - i I

¡-1,3,5...

'ï 4'o 
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T6
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0
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9.3.2 T'Eae VoÄtage So¡¡n'cecå Ãrnverter for Reactive Fower

ConËrol

The basic use of voløge sourced inverters for reactive power generation and

confiol is discussed extensively in [2, 5, 10], and will only be summa¡ized here'

Figure 3.6: VSI output voltagc waveformt
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The shunt connected dc/ac voltage sourced inverter can be represented at its

output terminals aS an ac voltage source. This inverter when connected to the ac

line through a relatively small reaciance ( usually provided by the per phase

leakage inductance of the coupling transformer ) displays the general

characterisúcs of a conventional rotating synchronous condenser. For purely

reactive power flow the inverter output voltages Vø,llb and Vc must be kept

synchronized and in phase rvith the ac system voltages vAN, VBN and vcN' By

controlling the amplitudes of the inverter fundamental output voltages, the

reactive powel can be controlled from full leading to full lagging' When the

inverter's fundamental output voltage is higher than that of the line' leading

reactive cu¡¡ent is d¡awn from the line ( vars are generated or capacitive current is

drawn from the ac system). \#hen the inverter's fundanrental output voltage is

lower tfian that of the line, laggi¡g reactive current is drawn from the line ( va¡s

are absorbed or inductive cuffent flows out of tlte ac system).

The operation can be viewed from anothel perspective by considering tl-re

relationship between the output ancl input powers of the inverter' The irnportant

fact being that the net instantaneous power at the ac output terminals must always

be equal to the net instantaneous power at the dc input terminals' This of course

is basecl on the assumption that ihe losses in the SemiÇonductor Switches aIe

negligibie (ideal swirches assumcd). Since in the ideal case the line current is

purely reactive then no reai power is required. Practically however, some real

poa,ver is required in order to compensate for inverter losses' This real power can

be supplied in two waYS:

1) The losses are replenished by utilizi¡g a sepalate dc supply as shown in Figure

3.7. However ttris method is uneconomical and therefore hardly ever used'

2) The losses can be replenished by using a suitable dc reservoi¡ capacitor as

shown in Figure 3.8, and each inveltef output voltage is made to slightly lag
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the corresponding ac system voltage. A real component of the current will

then flow from the ac system to the invertcr, and the losses will be

compensated for.

VA VEI VC

The dc reservoir capacitor is requirecl to maintain a smooth dc voltage while

carrying the ripple current d¡awn by the irìverter. This ripple current is a function

of the type of circuit configuration and oporating mode of the inverter used' '

To control the reactive current, the magnitude of the dc voltage is raised or

lowered by acljusting the phase angle of the inverter's ouÞut voluge so that in

addition to the losses, some real power flows in or out of the dc capacitor as

required.

Yet another way of examining this system is to investigate, as outlined in

Chapter 2,lhe control of the imaginary component of the positive-sequence

current which flows in the transformef reactance. If effective conEol of the

imaginary component of tire positive-Sequence current can be reafized, then the

possibility of generating imaginary components of the posiúve-sequenÇe current

VÛLTAGÐ,
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which are equal ilr magnitude and oppcsite in polarity to that flowing in a

particular load, can in effect result in the presence of only the real component of

the positive-sequence current flov,,ing into the load. This results in a unity power

factor system. Therefore the load wiil appear to be resistive to the other parts of

the power System. From a funclame¡rtal current component standpoinl this can be

developed as shown below. .

VAr
VBî
VCi

jxt

vl.

Suppose the system is represcnted as shown in Figure 3.9, where balanced

three-phase operation is assumed, ancl the rms value of the fundarnental

component of the system voltage is V = 1.0 pu, a = 4.5 + j0.866 and the rms

value of the fundamental component of the inverter output voltage is Vi then

- Vq VAtla= jxt
VI:t - VBtIb = -ixt -

- l/ct - VCt
TL

lÃt

Vh =V VBt =Vaz VCt

Vq = Vi Vh = Viaz Vct

=Va
= Vía

(3.7)

and for balanced oPeration
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Iiz=la+azIb+alc
I\=la+alb+a2lc

(3.e)

then by varying the arnplitude Vi of the in.¿erter's fundamental th¡ee phase output

voltage, for the icleal case ( no losses ), the imaginary component of the positive

sequence current flowing in the small transformer reactance Xt can be conÍolled

from -90o to *90o. Figure 3.10 shows results for Xt = 0.2 pu and V = 1.0 pu.

In Section 3.4 acomparison is made between the VSI- and CSI- types of

reactive power controllers whilst the potential advantages which can be derived

from using solid state GTO power converters instead of conventional thyristor

power convelters for reactive power confol will be examined in Secúon 3.5.

3"4 Â. Cora¡.Elarås$ffi of VSI arr{å CSf T'ypes of

R.eactive Elower CoreÉro[åens

. Requirec! GTÛ valves

. The GTO valves which are required in CSI and VSI reactive power controlle¡s

are clifferent. In the case of the CSI the requirement is for power switches which

possoss symmetrical bidirectional voltage blocking capability.

Figure 3.10: Positive- sequence current cont¡ol in the VSI

With the VSI type reactive power controller the requirement is for power devices
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which possess only unidirectional voltage blocking capability' The limited

availability of power switching deviccs witli symmetrical bidirectional voløge

biocking capability is one of the reasons why VSI type var controllers are

predominantly used.

. Friirciple of Openation

For the CSI type var confrolier in order to supply conrollable lagging reactive

power the firing delay angle niust be set to 90o and in order to supply leading

reactive power the converter inpuis must be shunted by three capacitor banks of

appropriaæ rating. Effective operation of the CSI requires the establishment and

maintenance of the dc current in the inductor. To do this the firing delay angle, in

practice, is made to be slightly less than 90o. Reactive power control is achieved

by controlling the firing delay angle which controls the magnitude of the dc

cuffent a¡d hence the amplitucles of the ac line currents. With the VSI type var

controller a small tie-reactance links the inverter to the ac system ancl the

inverter's fundament¿l output voltages are kept in-phase with the ac system

voltages. For lagging operation the ampiitudes of the inverter's fundamental

output voltages are made to be lower tlian that of the line and for leading

operation they are made to be higher than that of the line. In practice reactive

power control is achieved by acljusting the phase angle of the inverter's output

voltages so that in addition to losses some real power flolvs in or out of the dc

capacitor.

. Eo'reelvheetrireg Elicdes

Feedback diodes in parallel with the thyristors in the VSI are required in

order to provide for reactive current flow. However these are not required in a

CSI since the inductance L¿ maintains a continuous flow of current from the dc

supply.

. T'tre Generation of Undesirable I'Ianmonics
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In both types of vaf controllers, without the application of any harmonic

reduction and/or elimination techniques, undesirable harmonics are dumped unto

the compensated system or load. Wittr the VSI these harmonics will be of the

voltage type and with the CSI they v¿ill be of the current type' In the case of the

VSI the undesirabie harmonics are easily eliminated by either Pulse Width

Moclulation (PV/M), the use of tunecl filters and/or the use of increased pulse

number operation. Horvever in the case of the CSI the application of PWM is not

as sirnple as in the VSI case and the tecliniques differ in a number of important

aspects. For example, the CSI does not lend itsclf well to subharmonic

modulation techniques. In fact a popular subharmonic technique which can be

easily applied to the VSI is the silusoidal PV/M technique. This technique

derives proper firing pulses for tfie GTO switches by comparing a triangular

carrier wave to a sinusoidal reference wave. However, this modulation cannot be

used for a csl because the PWM current waveform has to satisfy certain special

symmetry constraints. Also, the conrmutation tirnes involvecl in the CSI are

longer and hence the minimum pulsewidth of the current PWM waveform has to

be more carefullY controlled.

. Speecl of CPenatiom

The dynamic performance of both the VSI and CSI type var conEollers

woulci approximate that of the fastest SVCs available, which is in the order of 2 to

4 cycles of the power system's fundamental frequency'

ln Chapter 4 tlie ability of these systems to provicle the necessary unbalanced

çurrents for the load balancing aspect of load compensation will be studied'
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3.5 äÞoÛernÉåaä Advaxafages Ëm -E]sipeg soäåd state

GT',# T'hyrisÉon Ðomventers flon Reactive Fower

ConqËnCI[

In this section some of the potential advantages which can be derived from

the use of solicl state power converters with GTOs in the context of both system

compensation (voltage support) as well as load compensation will be presented'

The findings whicli will be presentecl here is a summary of several comparative

studies which were performed and whose results are available in the published

literature.

ln recent tirnes clynarnic static va-r compensators were ¡ealized by using large

passive componellts controlled bl,power switching devices' such systems' apaft

from being bulky and prone to lesonallce effects, are lossy due to the large

passivecomponentsutitized.Theuseofsolidstatepowerconvertersfor

providing dynamic static var conrpensation is not without its problems' but such

systelns are being recognized by large scale users of elecuic power as possessing

many potential advantages over conventional svcs. such advantages include

potential size, weight ancl cost recluction of associated reactive components'

precise ancl continuous reactive polver control v¿ith fast Iesponse times' avoidance

of inrush cufrents, and avoidance of fesonances created by peripheral low

frequency cuffent sotlfces [13]. Size reductions in the order of 657o and cost

reductions in the order of .j}To arepredicted with capacitor rating estimated to be

approxirnateiy l/Bilr of tirat which woulcl be used in a conventional SVC of equal

rating [2].

The sensitivity of the ASVC's terminal voltage to external powel system

conditions is much lower [14]. Normally a SVC will become unstable when the

external system capacity is comparable in raúng to it, but the ASVC can maintain
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a stable voltage on a system having only enough strength to supply its losses'

Due to the fact that the voltagc regulation of an ASVC can be designed for faster

responsethantlratofaSVC,theAsVCwiilperform¡nuchbetterduringmajor

tra'sients, ancl as such wili generally be of a lower rating than a svc for a given

performanceobjective.tsoththesVCandASVCcorrfigurationsr'¡illgenerate

undesirabie harmonics, but the harmonics for GTG-based converters are expected

to be lower than for the svc of comparable rating. The reason being that

conver[ers are utilized in high-pulse-crcler applications,24-puise configurations

are not uncornmon. Accordirrg to a recent EPR[-sponsored study [14]' ASVC

Systelnsofhighratingwouldbelrefitfromevenliiglrerpulseorders.

In terms of the v-I characteristics of both types of devices of idenúcal raling'

the ASVC is capable of supplying full capacitive current at any system voløge

downtothevalueofthesmallcouplingreactance.Thisabititytosupporttlre

systelnvoltageissuperiortothatobøinedwithaconventionalSVCsystem'

which at full output becomes an uncontrollable capacitor bank' for which the

currefìtdecreasesinproporriontothevoltage.TheconventionalSystemisnot

capableofincreasingthevalgenerationt¡ansientlysincethemaximum

capaciúvecurrentitcandrawisexclusivelydeterminedbythesizeofthe

capacitorandmagnitudeofthesystemvoltage.Figure3.lliilustratestlre

superiority of the ASVC ilr the transient rating in both inductive and capaciúve

operatingregionsovertheconventionalsvc.ThesystemshowninFigure3.ll

is using GTO thyristors as the power switching devices'

It is evident from Figure 3.i1 that the limitations for the magnitude and duraúon

of the obtai¡able overctulent in the inductive and capacitive regions are different'

InthecapacitiveregionthemaximumcontinuouscufÏentisdeterminedbythe

selected operating junction temperature and the corresponding current rating of

the GTO thYristors.
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The maxirnum transient capacitive ovelcuilent is determined by the maximum

current turn-off capability of these devices. In the inductive region the GTO

thyristors are naturally comlnutated a¡d thus the Íansient c1ui'ent rating of the

ASVC is limited only by the junctiorì tempola'ture at which the voltage blocking

capabüity of the devices would begin to deteriorate. However, similar to the use

of forced corrrmutated converters for reactive power control, the use of GTO

based systems for high powel uúlity applications have not found acceptance due

to their complexity ti4l. S/ith more Iesearçh., and in view of the potential

advantages rvhich can be clerived from the use of ASVCs, the prediction is that

such systems will in tirne replace conventional SVCs. Other advantages include:

unbalancecl control; energy storage capacity; irnproved performance

characteristics and limits; and improvecl perfonnance during large power swings'

See [14] for more details.

3.6 FauqlË ElenflorruaæEÞce erld Fnotectioul

ConasiråenaÊåonas åra GTQ TÊaynåston Converters

A careful study of the GTO thyristor's characteristics [15] will highlight the
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fact that should a GTO converter be usecl in high power applications several

protective features must be included in the controls in order to ensure proper

performance and realize the advantages of Section 3.5. From the GTO's

switching characteristics it is eviclent that some form of instantaneous overcurrent

protection is necessary. Usually the instantaneous overcurrent in any GTO valve

is controlled by monitoring the voltage drop across a smali resistor in series with

the GTO cathode lead, shown as rc in Figure 3.12, such that when this voltage

exceeds a predetermined level (dctermined by the rating of the GTO valve) the

gate drive circuit.,vill take immediate action to turn the GTO off. An elecftic

shutdown sequence will then follow, which causes all the GTO thyristors to turn

off. The GTOs are prevented f¡om receiving further on pulses until some manual

re-set action is irnplemented. With a current sourced GTO converter in the case

of an overcurent all tlie GTO valves will be continually pulsed.

Control of the rate--of-rise of tlie GTO currents under fault conditions is also

extremely irnportant. In this case a fault current-limiting reactor, which consists

of a free-wheeling diode in parallel with an inductor of proper rating, is placed in

the dc side of the converter configuration before the switches. In normal

operation the current in the inductor assumes the peak value of the ripple cuffent

in the dc capacitor and has no effcct on the operation of the converter during this

period. However should there be a sudden required increase in the GTO currents,

the incluctor will limit the rate of rise of these currents, providing adequate time

for the overcurrent protection ci¡cuits to act and limit the maximum current (see

Figure 3.12).

Since the GTC converter is a 3-wire clevice line-to-ground faults are of no

major concern, however line-to-line fault protection must be considered. The

path for a possible line-to-line fault current is shown in Figure 3. i2. These

line-to-line fault Çurrents will cause high cunents to flow through two GTOs in
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series, hence the overcurrent protection circuitry and controls will act to interrupt

the chcuit.

with an ASVC a dc precharging ciicuit, shown in Figure 3.r2,is used during

the start-up sequence in order to prevent large nansients when the line voltage is

first applied. The dc precharging circuit is usually connected across the dc

capacitor.

In [15] the GTo switches are protected from excessive heat sink

temperatues by mounting a birnetal switch on the heat sink of the lower GTO in

each pole. This acts in conjunction with the alarm signal circuit which is

associated with the gate drive of the upper GTO thus ensuring that practically no

dielectric stress is applied to thc bimetal sensor although the heat sink voltage

changes very rapidly with respect to ground.
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3"7 Cfuap*en Serrnantany

This chapter examines the use of ASVCs with GTO thyristors for balanced

reactive power control. A few of the adi¡antages derived from the use of GTOs as

opposed to conventional thyristors, such as the increased switching speeds and

no commutation circuitry requirements, are explored. The operation of both the

CSI and VSI were examined and the observation was that the CSI can be viewed

at the ac bus as a controlled current source whilst the VSI approximates a

controlled voltage source. Connected to the dc side of the CSI is alarge inductor

whilst a dc capacitor is connected across the dc terminais of the VSI. Both

inverters produced odd harmonics hov¿ever the VSI lends itself more easily to

PWM ha¡monic elirnination techniques than the CSI Uecalse of the waveform
i

synxnetry stipulations in the CSI. A comparison is made d"t**"n the operation

of these two types of irlverters whe¡r usecl as reactive power generators. The

chapter conclucles with a brief examination of the projecteÇ advantages of using
I

ASVCs over svcs and the fault perforrnance of GTo based inverters.

other conclusions which can be deriveci from this chapter includes:
i

1. For proper operation of a 6-pulse GTO VSI, freewheeling diodes are required

antiparallel to each GTO valve. Freewheeling diodes a¡e not required for the CSI

but in order to avoid high stress across the GTOs at switching, capacito¡s must be

connected across its ac output terminals;

2. The GTO switches used i¡t each type of inverter are different. For the CSI the

GTO switches should possess bidirectional voløge blocking capabilities whilst

for the VSI they are required to possess only unidirectional voltage blocking

capabilities;

3. For reactive power conhol botlr inverters must be synchronized to the ac

system voltages. The amount of lagging or leading reactive power output from

the csl is controlled by setting the firing delay angle to either -90o or +90o.
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Horvever the lagging or leading reactive power output of the VSI is controlled by

varying the phase shift between the invertcr's output voltages and those of the ac

system;

4. For power factor conection both the CSI and the VSI can control the output

imaginary positive-sequence current component linearly. Therefore they can

botli produce any magnitude of imaginary positive-sequence cuffent in o¡der to

eliminate those due to the non-unity power factor load;

5. The VSI can be supplied on the dc side by a separate dc voltage supply or by

a dc side capacitor. The first method is hardly ever used in reactive power control

since it is uneconomical. The latter is predominaniiy used;

6. the projected advantages of using GTO based ASVCs as opposed SVCs were

as follolvs:

i) decreased size and weight (approx. 65Vo) due to the replacement of

iarge passive components'with clectronic cirips:

ii) decreased costs (approx. 307o) as the cost ofproducing and

successfully operating GTOs decrease with time:

üi) better liarmonic performance due to the possibility of utiiizing

increased pulse number operation:

iv) the ASVC's ability to better support the system voltage since a

conventional SVC at full orrtput becomes an uncontrollable capacitor bank for

which the cur¡ent decreases in proportion to the voltage, whereas the V-I

characteristic of the ASVC shows that it is capable of supplying full capacitive

current at any system current down to the value of the small fansformer

reactance; and

v) the possibility of unbalanced control.
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4.1 l,oad Batsæxecåmg

The concept of load balancing was introduced in Section 2.1.3 where it was

stated that for an unbalanced three-phase load connected to a three-phase ac

power sysiem, the unbalanced operation results in unbalanced currents which

results in components of current in the negative phase sequence. In an attempt to

solve this problern, a load balancing device will be connected in parallel with the

unbalanced load, resulting in this load appearing to the rentainder of the power

system, to be a balanced three-phase load. This chapter will utilize as the basis

for load baiancing, a methocl rvhercby the load balancing equipment rvill be

capable of generating unbalanced currents which will produce a

negative-sequence current component of an eclual magnitude and opposite

polarity to that which results from the presellce of the unbalanced load on the

system. The vector sum of these should result in balanced three-phase currents

and hence zero negative-sequence current.

The general techniques such as Pulse Tvidth Conrol (PW) which are useful in

the application of load balancing control along with their associated limitations

and irnplementation problems lviil be examined. Due to the fact that the value of

the negaúve-sequence load currents are critical, a method for effectively
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measuring these currents wili be examined along with the necessary controls.

Finally, a system will be simulated for the puryose of confirming the proposed

theories and potential lirnitations.

4.2 T'he r\ppËücætiope ofl PwEse Wå{åtB} ComÉnoE Êo a

GTt Ca¡nrexaÉ Sourcecå Halventen

In examining the operational characteristics of a GTO current sourced inverter

(Section 3.2.t), it was observed that in nonnal operation, that is with self

commutation, the inverter produces well balanced tlrree-phase currents. The PW

control is designed to modulate these inverter output currents such that the

fundamental frequency negative-sequence current in the load is brought to zero,

leaving only the positive-sequençe cuffent. With the utilization of the porver

factor correction techniques which were developed in Chapter 3, the imaginary

component of the positive-sequence cuffent can be eliminated. Therefore the

supply bus is called upon to deliver only real positive-sequence currents to the

nolv apparently balanced and purely resistive load.

4.2.1 Modsxåatíom ofl the Hrñnimg Amgles of the Cunnernt

Sourced EnvenÉen

Y/ith reference to Figure 3.1, it was observed that in normal operation of a

GT0-based CSI, the firing angles are equally displaced between the three phases

as qo, Gb, and ø" for phases a, b, and c respectively. Nonnally

a,a = 30o a6 = I50o Ac = 2700

(4.1)

aÍrd, e,'o, G'b, and e,', are given by equati<ln (3.1). For the modulation of the

firing angles, a sinusoidal modulating signal of the form
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M,=Msin(Zwt+ð)
(4.2)

where M is the magnitude, y¡ is the system radian frequency and ð is the phase

shift, is proposed. Under this modulation scheme the new firing angle becomes

a=Qo+Aø

(4.3)

In a practical system the firing pulses to the six valves are given in a sequence of

Go, e'", at, a), G,, &'b, displaced by 60o. If c, is assumed to be 30o for phase ø,

then in one cycle the six produced fring angles can be expressed as

=3Ao +Msin(0o+ô)
= 90o r- M sin (120' + d)

= 150o + M sn (240" + ð)

= 2l0o + M sin (0o + ð)

= 270o + M sin (120" + ð)

= 3300 + M sin (2400 + ð)

(4.4)

This rnethod of modulation enables the production of the neçessary unbalanced

three-phase cuûents which results in the availability of a variable negative

sequence cunsnt component.

The firing angle is modulated by the second harmonic of the system

frequency for the purpose of ensuring that the positive and negative current pulses

are identical, therefore no even harrnonics are produced. By modulating

Go, ab, anrl a" v¿ith different values of ô¿ the imbalance necess¿try to generate

the negative-sequence currents can be prociuced. V/ith a sou¡ce of

negative-sequence current in parallel with the load, unique combinations of M

and ð can produce a negative-sequence cuffent which is equal and opposite to

øa

Gc

a6

G,a

G,c

d,6
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that which is caused by the load imbalance. An for the different phases can be

obtained at the zero crossings of the respective phase.

By the application of Fourier analysis, the relationship between the

negative-sequence cument and the rnodulalion variables M and d can be found

(see.Appendix A). Results shorv that the phase angle þ, of the

negative-sequence inverter current can be controlled by varying d (M =

constant) rvhiist the magnitude ll2l is contlolled by varying hd (ð = constanl).

Figure 4.1(a) shows the relationship between f, and ð and Figure 4.1(b) shows

the relationship betvreen ll2l and M.

o
o----90---

L20' Þ"

Ê

-(.r
0.

o

..'o

I

f a.
': lo,o
'330

15 20 25 30

(b) M in degrees(a)

Figt¡rc 4.1: hoduced negafiyc=sçquence çurcnt clue to thç PW-cont¡ollecl CSI

la) d" vs d (M = constant) (-b) ll:l vs M (rl = constant)

Results show tliat g2 can be varied from 0o to 360o by varying ð while keeping

M constant and the¡e is a linear relationship between ll2l and M with ð kept

constant. There is also a stight variation in g, as M changes and likewise in ll2l

as d is varied, although this is not reflected in the presented results and will not
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seriously affect the performance of the system. The practical limit on the

modulation variable M is 30o. Figure 4.2 is an illusuation of the effect the

modulaúon conEol has on the CSI's switching waveforms as compared to that of

Figure 3.1 in Chapær 3 whcre there is no sinusoidal moclulation (M = 0o, ô = 0u

and12= 0 pu). Figure 4.2(a) illust¡ates the case where the load imbalance,

defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the negative sequence cuffent on the load

to the magnitude of tire positive-sequence current on the load expresses as a

percentage , is t}Vo lvith the required negative-sequence current being

0.12L5.6" pu. To generate tlie required unbalanced currents the value of M and ó

derived frorn the sinuscidal modulation scheme is -8.013o and 65.075o

respectively. In Figure 4.2 (b) the percentagc load irnbalance is 20Vo , the

required negative-sequence cuffent is 0.28/-46.415' pu and for this case the value

of the nrodulation variables are M = -22574o and ô = -:10.3750.

4"2.Å 'Fhe Nñoclu.EaÉiom Co¡e$ncË ScÍ¡erne

The control scheme in such a system would require a speedy method by

which the tluee-phase load currents can be sarnpled, fi'ansfonned into their

symmeh'ical components, the informaúon then fed to a conEol system which can

apply the appropriate inodulation to the inverter's firing logic control structure

such that the load imbalances can be rapidly eliminated. An exarnple of such a

closed-loop control scheme is shown in Figure 4.3. The conffoller can be divided

into a Modulation Control block and a Measurement block. In this sectiolt the

Modulation Control block will be discussed lvhilst the Measurement biock is the

subject of Section 4.2.3.
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Figurt4..2:-_,Srvitching wavolçrms for the PW-connolled CSI (a) Load imhalance

= 
10ol0. I¿ = OIz¿5.0'pu.-M = -8,013o And tl =

207o.lz= 0.28/ 46.415' pu.M= -22.5740 and-ö = JQ.375o

The modulation collftol btock consists of one reaþole type filter ærd one

Proportional Inægral (PI) type regulator for each dc component representation of

the real and imaginary pârts of the measured negative sequence current phasor,

and the necessary controls for generating the modulation signal Âø from the

output of the regulators. The real pole type fiiter is not necessily to eliminate

ripple, but allows for averaging the measured signal over several cycles. This is

beneficial when the dc component is the conEol parameter. The regulator outputs
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CRE = Mcosri and CIM: Àf sinð represent the real and imaginary parts

respectively of the rnodulation signal phasor. These signals along with the

auxiliary signals sin (2u,r) zurd cos (2wÐ which are derived from the phase locked

loop, can be used to genelate the modulation signal which will be of the form

shown in equation (.2). The reference values for the PI regulators are set to

zero, therefore the feedback systetn will force both real and imaginary

negative-sequence current components to zero.

4.2.3 'Fhe Ser4uernce ConmnlsrÀerÂË MeasunernenÛ Etrock

Ilt order to achieve effective FW conUol the negative sequence current

components must be measured in instantaileous values. According to

meas1¡¡ement techniques inmoduced by lr4ausel and Waldman [16] and Menzies

and lviazur t12l this can be achieved with the use of two coordinate

üansformations: the tluee-phase (A., B, C) to two-phase (a, fl ); and the

syrnmetrical component ((a, þ )-tG-(O, 1,2)) ffansformation. The (4, B,

C)-to-(a, B ) transformation is a scalal t¡ansformation and as such applies to

instantaneous values of current and voltage as well as phasor values. But the

symmetrical component ffansformation is a vector transformation, therefore in

order to apply it to instantaneous signals, the (ø, B ) component must be

transformed into their phasor or stationaly vectol equivalents. In [16] the

transformation is accomplished in two stages. The fust Stage uses a Vector

Identiäer block (VI), usually realized in an anaiog circuit by a time delay circuit,

which transforms the instantaneous (ø, p ) components into rotational vectors.

In the second stage the rotational vsctor is converted into its stationary vector

equivalcni by muitiplying the rotatioiral vector by the complex conjugate of the

reference positive-sequence voltage.
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The logic of these two stages is that should an observer be rotating with the

reference vector he would measure the similarly rotating vectors L(/) andtp(r) in

the forms of .11 t" ana .lzto respectively. The phasor representations can then be

Fansformed easily into the syrlìmetrical cotnponents representation using

equation (4.5) below.

,,=+1,"_¡,of
(4.5)

However, with this method of vector identification the measutement is based on

the assumption of constant fundamental frequency and will produce inaccurate

results in the existence of frequency fluctuation. The method used in Figure 4.3

and presented in [12] proposes a method of vector identification which can

operate effectively even in cases of frequency variation. Here a Phase Locked
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Loop (PLL) is locked to the fundamental positive-sequence system voltage which

is used as the phasor reference. Thc PLL will follow fundamental frequency

excu¡sions. With this method of vector identification the confroller can use the

PLL reference in order to produce other reference phasors at harmonic

frequencies. The equivalent negative-sequence phasor is given as:

fn"rrrrl [-cos(Ëwr) -sin(kwr) I fltrol
¡mual f-sin(kwt) - cos(kwt¡ f f'rra1

(4.6)

where for both methods ia(r) ard ip(t) are obtained from the instantaneous values

of the tluee-phase line currents according to the relationship shown below:

f;"oil : tl-, -1
N,rto.¡ , l-o ,ß

(4.1)

Here the ground phase component is neglected because no zero-sequence current

components exist in the systems which are being considered in this thesis. The

integcr /c determines the harmonic component that is measured. If k = 0 the dc

component is measured . If. k = 1 the fundamental component is measured and so

on. Flere w is the system's angular frequency. Equation 4.6 is equivalent to the

(4, B, C)-to-(D, Q, O) transforrnation in electric machines analysis, which

resolves three-phase currents of frequency w in fixed-axis windings into

equivalent di¡ect currents in commutator windings. The sequence components

which are measured can be represented as I¡ and Iq which represents the

in-phase and quadrature components respectively of the line cur¡ents. Ip and Iq

requile filtering as they contain sinusoids of various frequencies as well as the

values of Re{Iz} and Im{Iz} as dc values. An averaging filter using samples over

a complete fundamental frequcncy cycie is used to elirninate all sinusoidal

components. The remaining dc values can then be used as the input control
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variables for the respective PI regulators. A similar measurement block can also

be used for positive-sequençe çurrent components except for the fact that inputs

is ancl ic io the A,B,C-Io-D,Q,O block must be interchanged. Usually the

refercnce inputs to the PI regulators are set to zero thereby rapidly forcing the

measured sequence cunent cotnponents [o zero.

4.3 Frob[eqffis Assocåatecå EiËûh ÉËae {Jse ofl Pulse

Wid$h ComÉnoå ËsÏ a CSI for Load Balancireg

4.3.Á. TËee T'hird FHanr¡lorEic FrobEesn

The phase crurents as defîned for the three-phase inverter are the same as

those in a single-phase inverter, and include a third harmonic component of

one-thir-d the amplitucle of the funcla¡nental component. The third harmonic does

¡ot appear however, in the interpha.se ouÞut currents, since these culrents are

cornposed of pairs of phase cur¡ents added with a phase dispiacement of I at the

fundamental frequency and therefore of ø at the third-ha¡monic frequency. The

whole series of triplen harmonics is similarly eliminated.

The characteristic harmonics produced by three-pltase Çonvertefs were

discussecl, however in perforrning the calculations for their deærmination several

assurnptions were made. These included the assumption of equal spacing of the

firing pulses and a smooth dc current which is achieved by assuming the

existellce of an infinite induct¿nce conneÇted to the dc terminals of the inverter.

Since the implementation of PW conüol involves unbalanced CSI operation, the

above assumptions can no longer aid in the determination of the harmonic content

of the output cunent waveforms of such a non-ideal system. In [17] several
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non-ideal conditions along x'ith their effects on the ouþut waveforms of the

porver converter are examined, results show that with the presence of an

unbalanced three-phase ac load, the converter vyill supply into the load, large

amounts of third hamlonic cuffent. Also it can be shown that the magnitude of

the characteristic harmonics which afe geneiated, are different from those

generated under ideal conditions.

In this thesis only the thircl ha¡monic problem will be considered in any detail,

since results obiained from sirnulations of the PW control scheme sholv that the

third harmonic current increases linearly with the degrec of imbalance as well as

with the increase in size of the converter. liow even if the thi¡d harmonic

current which is generated is only part of a percentage, it would probably be

unacceptåble within normal lirnits of harmonic tolerance and would definitely

affect any ac har¡nonic filter design. Sincc the PIV scheme produces unbalanced

inverter cuffents as previously explained, the third harmonic currents in the three

phases do not have the Same magnitude and phase angle and as such ale not

eliminatecl during normal operation. For the Same reason, delta-+onnected

Fansformers prove ineffective in eliminating the thi¡d harmonic currents.

Physically, tlie PV/ control scheme used here effectively 'compacts' and

'expands' the three-phase output cuffcnt waveforms of ttre CSI by a different

value of Â¿ in each phase. The degree of ¡nodulation, which is proportional to

the net difference between the v¿idth of the pulse after modulation zurd the width

before modulation (during balmcecl operation), can be expressed as (^ø, - M,)

for phase ø. Siinilar expressions will represent the modulation degree for phases

å and c. Table 4.1 shows the ratio of the magnitude of the 3rd, 5th,7th, llth,

13th, 17th andZSrd current harmonics to the fundamental (assumed equal to 1.0

pu) as the absolute value of the degree of modulation is varied from 0o to 30o.

The effecs of varying the degree of modulation on the magnitude of the third
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current harmonic is presented in graphical form in Figure 4.4.

Results confirm the linear relationship betrveeir tlie 3rd harmonic and

(Mu - M").

4.3"2 Ðstahåishrslent amd Mai.¡atemanae of'the InpuÉ ÐC

C¡.¡nrernt H,evel ixr the CSH

In normal balanced operation, that is with no modulation of its firing angles

(M = 0), the cufrent sourced inverter produces no negative-sequence current

only a real positive-sequence cuffent whicli is proportional to the dc side input

current..

l(beb - ßsa
rleoreec

t13 I5
¡tnr r \

U r11 r13 tI7
ln'rl

r23

0 0 0.2 0.u 0.0ç 0.08 0.0( 0.0r

4.33 0.04 0.21 0.i 0.11 0.0: 0.0i 0.05

8.66 0.0ç 0.24 0.0ç 0.1( 0.01 0.0: 0.02

1,2.99 0.1r 0.2: 0.04 0.0[ 0.0r 0.01 0.0:

r7.32 0.1 0.2: 0.0t 0.0: 0.0t 0.03 0.05

21.65 0.24 0.24 0.0: 0.0[ 0.1( 0.0t 0.0r

25.98 0.2t 0.2i 0.1 0.05 0.1( 0.0t 0.0t

30.00 0.3¿ 0.2( 0.1 0.0ç 0.0; 0.0( 0.0i

This is not surprising since the total output power from the ac side of the inverter

must be equal to the total input power from the dc sicle less the I2R losses in the

switching devices.
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Figure 4.4: Magnitucle of the third cur¡ent harmonic vs ( Âqo - ^" 
)

During load balancing operation however, no teal powel fransfer is required

between the load and the PW-controlled CSI, and similar to its operation in

providing balanced reactive power conÍol, the mean output dc voiøge of the CSI

is theoreticaiiy zero.

When the CSI is operating as a purely reactive power sowce in the case of a

balanced three-phase loacl, tlie required dc current in the inductor is maintained

by adjusting the firing delay angle to be slightly less than 90o, so that apart from

the required reactive power ttrere is adequate dc voltage established across the

inductor. In a practical system ttre firing delay angle is adjusted even further in

order to establish jusl enough dc voltage to overcome the thyristor voltage drops

and resistances of the inductor and the ac system. In the PW-controlled CSI the

establishment and maintenance of thc requiied dc current levels in order to derive

appropriate amplitudes of the unbalanced inverter ouþut curents for load

balancing, is more complicated. Due to the nature of the modulation conÍol

scherne where the firing angle a in each phase is modulated by a different value

of Âc, it is much simpler to maintain the input dc cur¡ent level in the inductor

and compensate for inverter losses by utiiizing a separate dc current conEoller.

In Chapter 2 ttre theory of load compensation dictated that enough reactive
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culTent rnust be generated in order to improve the power factor of the

compe¡sated load to unity and appropriate unbalanced currents for balancing the

load. Since the FlV-controlled csl at this stage will be used for load balancing

(negative-Sequencebridge)only,theinclusionofaseparatebridgefor

establislúng and mainüainilg the clc current levels in the negative-sequence

bridge along with the polver factor correction (posiúve-sequence bridge) will

result in a fairly la-rge systern which would be uneconomical' one possible

solution to the problem of controlling the dc current levels could be realized by

empioying the positive-sequence bridge. The possibility of utilizing such a

system will be examined in Section 4'5')"

&"4 Appååcætüoxa of FuEse wådÉ[r comtno[ to vonËæge

Sourceel HmvenËens

Ir is ùe aim of tltis sectioq to briefly examine the suitability of the PW control

scheme to VSIs. The PW conirol algorithm wiil be identical to that which was

presented in section 4.2.I. In this case howeve¡ the vsl must be tied to the ac

system by a suirable tie-reactance as explained in chapter 3' The unbalanced

cufients 
.tra,lb,and Ic can be represented by equation (3.7) except for the fact that

i¡ this case PW control rvill be applied to the GTO voltage sourced inverter'

Measurement of the positive- and negative-sequence currents lvill be done

according to the method presentecl in section 4.2.2. The evaluation of the vsl

with PV/ control as an effective ioad balancing system will be based on two

factors: (1) whether control of the output cuÏents can be achieved for a full cycle

as is the case with the FW conrrolied CSI; and (2) the effect such a system will

have on the power façtor of thc load if used along with a power factor correction

system in load comPensation'
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4.4.X. ccsltroååËneg the oalÉpuÊ cu¡rrenÉs in the vs[

If the method of current control in both the GTO CSI and GTO VSI a¡e

examined, the observation is that the degree of controllability, that is the ability to

exercizeeffective control over the currents in each phase, will be much less for

the VSI than for the CSI. In the GTO CSI, because there must be a continuous

flow of current from the input cuffent source, two GTO valves must be in

conduction at all times, one from the upper set and one from the lower' In the

event that the current is to be switched fro¡n one phase to another' it is intemrpted

by the outgoing valve of the conducting phase and cliverted to the other phase by

the incoming valve. since the switching is done at very high speed, the

capacitors which are usually connected across the inverter's output terminals

serve as energy absorbers thus relieving the stress on the outgoing valve due to

the i1{uctance in the circuit. Therefore because the valves can be gated at any

instant of time irrespective of the existi¡g voltage, the application of PW confrol

to the GTO CSI results in an extremely high degree of controllability for the full

range of inverter oPeralion.

Unlike the CStr, the s,,vitching of the GTO valves and hence the flow of

cuïent in each phase of the vsl is not independent of the existing voltages' This

means that the GTO valves in the VSI cannot be switched at any time as

determined by the controls. In this case, with reference to Figure 3'5, the

antiparallel free-wheeling diocles are required to carry the phase currents for

periods of the conduction cycle. Figure 4.5 illustrates the current conduction

sequenÇe for phase a of the VSI, usualiy the conduction period for each GTO

valve is 1200. Initially the currertt in phase ø is carried by thyristor T1, when

T1 switches off, because of the inductance in the circuit, the current is positive

and lags the voltage and is therefore carried by diode D4 until T4 is gated into

conduction .
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when T4 is switched off the current is now carried by diode Dl until T1 is

switched ou again. Y/hen PW cont¡ol is applied to the GTO VSI, the degree of

controllability is much less, this due to the period where the current is carried by

thc free-wheeling cliodes and as such cannot be controlled by firing angle

moduiation. Since the unbalanced currents in the VSI cmnot be conrolled for

the full range of operation this system will prove to be inadequate for balancing

unbaianced three-Phase loads.

4.4.2 T'åae Gemeration of Emaag[n-lary F'osüÉive-Seqrlence

Cn¡rrexrts

According to Chapter 2 an effective load balancing system should produce

only the lìecessary unbalanced currcnts which are required in order to produce the

conect levels of negative-sequence cunents required for the cancellation of those

which are present on the load. With the PIV controlled VSI for every level of

requirecl negative-sequence current which is produced a purely imaginary

component of positive-Sequence cuffent which is directly proportional to the

amplitude of the output voltage of the inverter is also produced' Figure 4'6 (a)

shows the inagnitucle of the imaginary positive-sequence culrent Im{11}

produced as a function of ð and Figure 4.6 (b) shows the magnitude of the
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produced imaginary positive-scquence current Im(Ir) as a function of M' It is

evident that although lm{11} is directty proportional to the amplitude of the

output voitages of the VSI, rnodulation variableð also has a small effect and M

an even greater effecl

The presented results show that a P\ff conüolled vsl cannot be used for load

bala¡cing since it worsens the powcr factor of tle load and compensatol'

Alternatively if the iinagina-ry posifive-sequence current from the PV/ controlled

VSI could be controlled by other means, then the VSi will be capable of both

load baiancing anct polver factor correction which will eliminate the requirement

for sep arate positive-sequence and ¡egative-Sequence current controllers'

4. 'r{Jr}
3.5

4

)
3

2

3.

2.

10 15 20

The operation of such a system will be similar to the load compensation systems

which were presented in Section 2.3.

ln Chapter 3 when the VSI was considered for balanced reactive powel

conftol, it was evident that unlimited controi of the imaginary component of the

positive-sequence current required only that the amplitude of the inverter's

oulput phase voltages be appropriately increased or decreased with respect to the

amplitude of the corresponding systern's line-to-neufral voltages and that these

voltages be in phase. Therefore if a single 6-pulse VSI is to be considered for

compensating a three-phase unsymmefrical load, the required cont¡oller must be

capable of appropriately adjusting the amplitude and phase shift angle of the

0 30 60 e0 tro 
btourtl3rr"",

2s 30
M in degrees
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VSI's output voltage in each phase by unequal amounts thus producing purely

reactive powel and unbalanced cur¡ents in the transformer reactances for

balancing the three-phase load. In Chapter 5 such a system is presented' This

system uses SP'WM confrol of the VSI's output voltages.

4.5 A. I-oad CoruapenseÉon vsiÉh Sepanate

Posi€f,ve- ara{å NegatËv+-Sequence Cunrexet

CorntnoåEens

In this section the practical usefulness of a load compensator which utilizes

separate power-factor correction (positive-sequence bridge) and load balancing

systems (negative-sequence bridge) will be dcte¡mined. The aim is to determine

if this ioad compensator arlangement can satisfy the load coinpensator

requirements as outlitted in Chapter 2 in tetms of effectively compensating

various types of loads and accomplishing this within two to four cycles of the

systerns fundamental frequency. Here the positive-sequence current controller

will be of the configuration presented in Chapter 3 whilst the negative-sequence

current controile¡ will be of the configuration presented in the earlier sections of

this chapter. With such an affarìgement there exists four possibiüties which are

summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 : possiblç cq¡nhinations for the dual-brid&e load compensator

F ?ositive-sequenc(
Þrlogc

\.,iegat{ve;sequen(
Dncse

1

)

3

4

\¡SI

CSI

VSI

CSI

VSI

VSI

CSI

CSI

According to ttre discussion of Section 4.4 the VSI with PW-+ontrol is unsuitable
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for load balancing therefore arïangements lÊ1 and tl2 ofTable 4.2 a,re eliminated

and because of the rertruireinent outlined in Sectio¡ 4.3'2 where the

positive-sequence briclge is requirecl to establish and maintain the appropriate

levels of dc current iir the negative-sequence bridge the third possibility is

impracúcal. Therefore the only possibility wcrth exploiting is case 4 where both

bridges are of 'rhe curent sourced type.

4.5"1- The CorncePt of tPerafion

Tire load compensatol affangement will be as sholvn in Figure 4.7 and

component values are given in Appendix B. In nortnal operation the fring angle

in the positive sequence bridge will be 90o and for providing lagging vars the

inverter's input ac current will lag tlte corresponding ac system voltage by 90o.

For providing leading vals tlte inverter'S output ctulent must lead the

corresponding ac voltage by 90o ancl the outputs of the inverter must be shunted

by three-capacitor banks. In both cases tire mean output dc voltage is

theorctically zero since no real power transfer is involved. However in order to

estaSlish and maintain the required dc curent in the inductor for both bridges the

firing delay angle must, in practice, be slightly less than 90o so that there is just

enough dc voltage to overcome the thyristor voltage drops and ttre resistances of

the inductor and the ac system. Therefore the magnitude of the dc current and the

corresponding amplitude of the resultant ac line culrents in both bridges can be

controlled 6y an adjustment in the fuing delay angle around 90o. Filters for the

cha¡acteristic harmonics along with a third-harmonic filter is required at the ac

terminals of the negative-sequence briclge according to the discussions of Section

4.3.1
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4.5.2 The Coxe$roË StnqÀcÊure

The silnulated control sguctwe for the dual bridge load compensator is

pressnted in Figure 4.8. Here the PW-conuol block for the negative-sequence

bridge is sirnilar to that of Figure 4.3 except that the operaúon of the

measurement block in this case is represented by calculations in the digital

simulation using Eh{TDC and is thcrefore excluded. The controls for the

positive-sequence bridge consists of a PI regulator whose measured input signal

is the imaginary positive-sequence current and whose reference signal is set to

zero. .Adjusting the firing delay angle a around 90o by PI control establishes

appropriate levels of dc current in both briclges and forces ttre imaginary

positive-sequence current components to zero . In a similar mannel the PI

controls for both components of the negaúve-sequence culent will force these

components to zero.
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Re{I2l ref. = Q

Im[1) meas

CIIE(nún)t¡n¡2 FI,o
Tç
Eb

CIM(miù cos(2wt)

In{I2Jref = 0

Im{llJ ref. = 0

Iar. Ib, ondlco
Re[I]

IA5, IB5 andlC,

I

4.5.3 ÐigiÊa! SinnulaÊÍons

The modulation control scheme for the negative-sequence bridge and the

firing angle control scheme for the positive-sequcnce bridge are validated by the

EMTDC simulation program on the simple system shown in Figure 4.9.

In this case the supply system voltages are assumed balanced and star-+onnected'

The three-phase load is si¡nulated as delta-connected with each phase

represented by an impedance which consists of a variable resistive and a variable

reactive component. Each CSI is modelled as th¡ee conEollable current sources

which produce only fundamental output currents (all harmonics are assumed to be
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well filterecl).

Positive
i S-e{'ucnce SequenceI sfidee _Ðtr$eg_ _ ---g--

Tfuee-phase Supply Load Conlpensator

Figure 4.o: Sirnulated S)¡stem

Three-phase Load

The simulation involved srviæhing the load from a balanced unity power factor

load to an unbalanced load rvith either a lcading or lagging powel factor and

testing the ability of the controls to cause the briclges to generate appropriate

unbalanced currents (negaúve-sequence brid ge) and balanced currents

(positrve-sequence briclge) in order to :

a) eliminate the negative-sequence curents caused by the unbalancing effect on

the system's line currents by the unbalanced load, and

b) the positive-sequence currents caused by tlie non-unity power factor load's

dernand for leading or lagging reactive reactive power'

In the steady-state the effects on the system of the unbalanced non-unity power

factor load should be eliminated and the systern should return to its

pre-disturbance state.

CASE I

The load is switched from a balanced unity power factor one to a20lo unbalanced

0.8 p.f lagging three-phase load at time = 0.3 seconds. This time was chosen so

tfrat at the time of disturbance the system would have reaclted its steady state'

The results for this case are presented in Figure 4' 10'
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c,{sEli

Here thc ioad is srvitched at tirne = 0'3 seconds from its balanced unity power

factor state to a20o/o unbalanced 0.9p.f leacling three-phase load' Results are

shown in Figure 4.11.

In addition to the above two cases the system was simulated for case of a 407o

load imbalance zurd 0.8 p.f lagging, ancl a lTvo load imbalance with 0'9 p'f

leading. Results for these cases ale not presented since the performance of the

load compensatol under these circumstances was much similar to that of CASE I
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4.5.4 r\.rnalysis and Ðüsc¡'lss!'on

@ ResPonse SPeed

The results which were pÍesented in section 4'5'3 show that the power factor

conection aspect of the load cornpensaúon is accomplishect fairly quickly (within

2toAcycles)thisduetothefacttlratthelralancedreactivepowercontrol

basicallyinvolveciadjustingthefiringcleiayangleoftlrepositive_sequence

bridgebymeansofaPlregulator.Howevertheabilityoftheloadcompensator

to baiance the unbalanced loacl v/as a muchslower process' In cASE I the load

balancing is accomplished in about 7 to B cycles' The overall response time of

thissystemwillbemuclrslowerifthetwobridgeswefetobemodelledsuchthat

the fring times of the thyristors and the inherent delay in the inverter circuitry are

taken into consicleration. Also non-ideal slvitches will increase the dc losses and

therefore the firing delay angle of the positive-sequence bridge will have to be

adjustedevenfurtherinordertoconìpensatefortheselosses.InCAsEllthe

loadcompensatordoesnotsucceedirrbaiancingtheunbalancedloadsincethe

available dc input cunent is insufficient'

@ Range of OPeration

Due to the series connection on the dc side of the dual bridge Çompensator the

required level of dc current in the negative-sequence bridge affects that of the

positive_sequencebridgeandthereforetherangeoverv¿hichthissystemis

operationalislimited.TheresultsfrornFigure4.ilsupportsthisfactandinthis

case instead of successfully compensating the load as in GASE I the load never

balances,therebyprovingthattlrelangeofoperationofthedualbridgeload

compensator is quite iimited'
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From the above discussions it is fair to conclude that according to the

definitions of an effective load compensator as outlined earlier' the load

compensator which comprises sepalate positive- and negative-sequence bridges

of the cufrent sourced type is not effective over the desired fange nor is its

fesponse speed fast enough in ordcr to sewe as a practical load compensatol'

In chapter 5 a load compensator which involves the use of PWM in a 6-pulse

three-phase inverter of the voltage sourced type, will be designed' modelled and

simulated.

&.6 CåaaPten SMHmxrBærY

In this chapter a novel rnodulation scheme for controlling the pulse widths in

each phase of the csl was introduced. The PV/ control scheme was based on the

useofasinusoiclalmodulatingsignaloftheformMsin(2wt+ð)anditwas

foulcl that the magnitude of the output negative-sequence cuffent cotnponent for

load balancing coulcl be controlled linearly by varying the modulation variable M

whilst the phase angle could be cont¡olred from 0o to360o by varying ô .

Moclulation with the second harmonic of the system frequency ensured no even

harmonics were procluced. Also tfte use of VIs for accurately measuring the

sequence cwïent components from the instantaneous system quantities was

explained. The neecl for two Eansformations was st¡essed' The first

transiormation, referred to as the three-phase-to-two-phase transformation' is a

phasor transformation and could therefore be applied directly to the instantaneous

quantities. The second ûansformation, refer¡ed to as the symmefical components

Eansformation, is a vector transformation which required the Fansformation of

the instantaneous quantities first into thei¡ rotational vectof equivalents then into

the equivalent stationary vector or phasor quantity. These two stages were

accomPlished bY using a VI'
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The pV/ confrol scheme was then applied to a VSI and the result showed that

full control for the entire lange could not be achieved. Finally a load

compensator which is based on a combination of a positive-sequenÇe clurent

conffoller of Chapter 3 ancl a negative-sequence current controller of tliis chapter

was designed and simulated on EMTDC and the results presented for two cases.

This load compensator is refened to as the dual-bridge compensator'

Other conclusions which can be derivecl from this chapter includes:

1. For the P'W control scheme, the use of separate PI regulators to adjust CRE

( M cos ð ) and CIM ( itl sin d ) resulted in independent control of the real and

imaginary components respectivety of the negative-sequence cunent;

2. The PW control when applied to the CSI resulted in the presence on the

compensated system of a thi¡cl liæmonic cuuent which is directly proportional to

the net clifference between the pulse width before and after modulation;

j. Due to the fact that for a periocl of its conduction cycle the currents in the VSI

flow through the freewheeling diodes, the PW conhol could not be successfully

applied to tlie VSI;

4. The clual-briclge load compensator proved to be quite limited in its

compensation range. In this system the mean clc output voltage was theoretically

zero since no real power transfer was involved. However in order to establish

and maintain the required dc cur¡ent levels, the fuing delay angle of the

positive-sequence bridge was appropriately adjusted;

5. The response speed of the dual-bridge loacl compensator is much slower than

the TCRÆC type load compensators of Chapter 2.
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5"Í. AppEncætåor¡ of FV/Þ/Ã to VSXs

5.X"L The comcePt ef oPei'afåorn

In Chapter 3 the basic operating principles of a vsl type ASVC for providing

reactive pov/ü conEol to balanced tluee-phase loads was presented' A brief

sufiìmary of those pri.nciples are as follows:

1) In orcler to generate or absorb purely reactive power it is necessary that the

output voltage for each phase of the VSI be in phase with the cogesponding

system's line-tc-neutral voltage and be tled to it via a small tie-reactance

which is usually the leakage inductance of the transformer.

2) If leading reactive power is required the amplitude of the VSI's output voltage

in each phase must be greater than that of the system by an appropriate amount

as determined by the required reactive power dema¡rd'

3) If lagging reactive power is required the amplitude of the VSI's output voltage

in each phase must be less thau tlìat of the system by an appropriate amount as

determinecl by the required reactive polver demand'

4) In normal operation with ideai power srvitching devices assutned, the inverter

is operated strictly as a reactive powel soulce ancl therefore absorbs no real
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power from the ac system. In order to raise or lower the amplitude of the ac

output voltages the dc voltage across the dc side capacitor is raised or lowered

by adjusting the phase angle of the inve¡ter's oufput voltage so that enough

feal power flows in o¡ out of the capacitor thus charging or discharging it

to the correct value of Vdc and hence the required voltage amplitude'

5) In the case of non-ideal povrer switching devices the losses are replenished by

adjusúng the inverter's output voltage to slightly lag the corresponding ac

system voltage and therefore a real component of current will flow from the ac

system to the inverter.

In this section where the VSI is required to provide reactive power

compensation to an unbalanced three-phase load the principles of operation will

differ slightly from those outlined in 1) - 5) above. Flere the load compensator is

required to fulfill the requirements of Chapter 2 where the load must be baianced

and its power factor corrected to unity wittrin two to four cycles of the

funclamental frequency. Now in addition to providing purely reactive power to

the power system the load compensator is also required to supply unbalanced

çurrents. This is necessary in order to generate the appropriate

negative-sequence and positive-sequence current components in order to

eliminate those caused by t'he presence of the unsylnmetrical load'

The proposed system is based on the idea that if the tluee VSI output voltages

are of unequal amplitudes ancl different phase shifts with respect to the

corresponding system voltages then it is possible to generate appropriate levels of

both irnaginary positive- and negative-sequence cunents for load compensation'

The proposed method for controlling these output voltages is to modulate each

one by a clifferent modulation index which is based on the comparison of a

triangular carrier signal witir three sinusoidai reference waves which ¡eplesent the
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VSl,soutputvoltageineachphase.ThismethodofPWMisreferredtoas

Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulatio¡ (SPV/M) and will be discussed in Section

5.1.3. Due to the speecl with wltich the moclulation index for each phase can be

adjusæ{, this method of load compensation has the potential to fulfil the response

speecl requirements and therefore perform better than the systems of Chapter 4

andcomparabietoofkttgrtlranthoseofChapter2.Comparisonswillbemade

in Cliapter 6.

S.l."2sttldyofaSteady-StateModeBoftheSPWM

VSH tYPe E oad CornPexlsator

In the steady-state model shown in Figure 5.1 thc power system and load are

represented as in Sectio n3.3.2. However the unbalanced non-unity porver factor

tluee-phase load is represented by a delta connected system whose arms consists

of a variable resistive impedance and a variable reactive impedance and similar to

the simulated systems of chapter 4 these impedances are adjusted in order to

simulate loads with various power factors ancl clegrees of unbalance'

The supply voltages ale assumed to be balanced. In this model the vsl is

tepresented by three controlled voltage sources connected to the respective

systein voltages by a 0.2 pu inductive reactance which lepresents the leakage

reactance of the Y I L transformer used to match the VSI to the line' The aim is

to examine the effects of adjusting the arnplitudes and shifting the phase angles of

tlieVSl,soutputvoltageswitlrrespecttotlresystemvoltagesbyunequal

amounts, on the elimina.tion of the irnaginary posiúve-sequence curent and the

negative-sequence current components due to the unbalanced non-unity power

factor load.
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vA = t.jLv
VB= 1.0¿ - 1

VC = L.0L|ZT

SUPPLY
VOLTAGES

ICs

= MaLlþ,

= Mb L1þr

= Mc Ltþ"

vø (Ma,I,".n

vb (Mb,1þb.r/)

vc (Mc,tp",V)

* vL0

* vL-t20
* v LI20'

VSI T-{PE

COMPENSATOR

0.9 P.f leading

20 % intbalance

THREE-PHASE LOAD

For this system the resulting positive-sequcnce and negative-sequence cturent

cofnponents of the load currents (la" IBL & ICL) due to the load imbalance ale:

It-= 4.121+ j 2'001 and lzt'=0'243 + j 0'866

For effecúve load compensation the compensator is required to generate posiúve-

and negative-sequence çurrent compotlents:

Itc =+j 2'001 ancl lzc= 0'243 +j 0'866

where C represents the cornpensator, arrd thc systeln cr[rents (Lar, ln, & ICt) are

represented bY equation (5.1).

IAs=lA¿-la"
IBs=lBL-Ib"
lCs=IC¿-lc.

(5.1)

The zero-sequenco current component is zero acÇolding to the explanations of

chapters 2 and3. The vsl output cunents which are requfued to flow inthe207o

üansformer reaÇlances are easily calculated using the well known SymmoEical

components transformatiott formula given in equation (5'2)'

- i 0.436' -i 0.ts
0.9 - it.2
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Iac-loc*Irc*Izc
Ibc-lor+azl¡+alz,
Icc-loc+alb+4212,

(s.2)

Therefore,

Iaç = 2.897 LB5-19' Ib, - t.494L-55-&' Ic¿ = l.9B0L-123-31^"

By using equation (5.3), the values of Ma' Mb' Mc'{"' 1þo' and lP"which represent

the modulation variables for each phase' can be found'

Iac
MaLtþT*VLÙo - VA

Xt L90o
MbLtþo^*VL-1200 - VB

I-oc --

Mc LÚ?'r V Ll20o - VC
icc=@

(s.3)

For this steacly-state moclel the vsl's ouiput voltages va,vb, andvc which in the

practical ASVC will assume an equal rtns value V that is directly proportional to

the voltage across the dc capacitor are assumecl equal to L2 pu' This value was

chosen such that wlien the load compensator is supplying a maximum leading

capacitive polver ouÞut of 1.0 pu, the current flowing through the Eansformer

reactances witl be 1.0 pu (see Secúon 5.2). By calculation the established values

of the modulation variables which are required to generate the coffect positive-

and negative-sequence current components are as follows:

. Ma = 0.354 Mb = 0'618 Mc = 0'559

1þo = 6.59" r!t6 = 10.027" 1p" = -15'4I'

A summation of the load currents and those of the compensator results in the

phasor representation of the System afær load compensation as shown in Figure

5.2 (c). Again the subscript 5 represents the system's line currents' Tlie load



cufierìts and line_to_neutral voltages before compensation along with the

required compensetor cuffents are presented in Figure 5.2(a)' Figure 5'2(b)

shows the vectorial representation of equaúon (5.1) for phase A of the system'

The results show that the tluee-phase unbalanced non-unity power factor load

now appears to the supply to be a balanced unity power factor load which

requires only real pcwer, represented by the presence of the real component of the

p o sitive-sequence current onlY'

wirh the basic principlcs of tho PwM-vsI load compensation scheme

established, the next step is to determine exactly how the PWM techniques will

beappliedtotheVsl.Theaimistoclevelopasuiøblecontroller.

5.f..3 PWÞfl techxaiques fot'YoEtage control im vsls

hr many industrial applications, such as in load compensation' relatively fast

ancl accurate control of the output voltages of three phase inverters is required' In

this section a few of the techniques rvhich are basecl on single-phase inverters

will be presented. These iechniques can be readily applied to three-phase

inverters since the three-phase inverter can be considered as three single-phase

inverters with their outpuß shifted by 120o. There are quiæ a few PwM

techniques by which the necessary voltage control can be accomplished such as

Single-Pulse-Width Modulation where the inverter's gating signals are generated

by comparing a rectangular reference signal of amplitude Ar with a triangular

carrier wave of arnPlitude Ac.

The ratio of zlr to Ac is tire control vaiiable and is defined as the modulaúon

index. The modulation index,

Arnx=--
AC
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(a)

(b)

(c)

IA¿ = 5.23L33'49"
Ia" = 2.997 LB5.L9"

IAs = 4.lzlLV
Vt= LÛLV

IB¡ = 4'953L-1M.22
Ib" = 1A94L -55.Ú+'

IB5 = 4.L2lL-720'
VB = l.\L-lZV VC

IC¡ = 3'683L148-69'
/c" = 1.939L-123.31'

IC5 = 4.121Ll2V

= L.0LL20

load compels¿Éon.

By varying Ar.from 0 to ztc the modulation index can be controlled from 0 to 1'

In a single-pulse-width modulation system, there is only one pulse per half-+ycle

and the width of tltis pulse is varied i¡ order to control the inverter's output

voltage. Also the frequency of the carïier Ïvave determines the frequency of the

output voltage. This type of moclulation is however not suitable for the

three-phase VSI of this Çhaptel since alcng with voitage conüol, the chosen

PV/M technique is usually used to elirninafe the undesirable harmonics which are

present in the invertet's ouiput voltage' and the amount of ha¡monics which are

eliminated are usually proportional to the amount of pulses generated per



half-cycle. Since the single-pulse-width modulation technique produces only

one pulse per half-cycie and the distortion factor increases significantly at lower

output voltages, it is unsuitable for the type of load compensator requiled here.

zLnother form of PWM which is used is refened to as Uniform Pulse Width

Modulatioli (UPWM) this due to the fact that the widths of the generated pulses

are the same. Here the reference signal which is a square-wave as is the case

with the single-pulse width modulation, sets the output frequency Fo. Tltecarrier

frequency Fc deternrines the nurnber of pulses per half-cycle. The number of

pulses per half cycle,

Fc
U' ZFo

(5.s)

The variation of the modulation index from nl = 0 to I in this case will vary the

pulse width from 0o to 180þ and the output voltage arnplitude from zero to its

maximum value. ln the UPWM system due to the large number of switching, the

switching losses would increase. The lower--order harmonics would be lower

with larger values of ¡r but the amplitudes of some higher-order harmonics would

increase. Since higher-order harmonics produce negligible ripple and can be

easily filtered out, this fo¡m of PWM is more practical than ttre single-pulse

width modulation.

A third method of PWM is refened to as Sinusoidal Pulse Widrh Modulation

(sPwM) and compares a sinusoidal refe¡ence signal of frequency Fr with a

úiangular carrier rvave of frequency Fc. With SPWM the width of each pulse is

varied in proportion to the amplitude of a sine wave evaluated at the center of the

same pulse. Therefore the width of all pulses are not the same as with upwM

and both the distortion factor and lower--order harmonics are significantly

reduced. Here the inverter's ouþut frequency Fo is dete¡mined by Fr and the
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peak amplitude of the reference signal Ar controls the modulation index M, and

the rms output voltage Wms. The carrier frequency Fc determines the number of

pulses per half-cycle. Figure 5.3 shows the gating signals gI and g4 f.or a

single-phase VSI along with the instantaneous output voltage vo. This result is

based on the constraint that two thyristors of the same branch, say T1 and T4,

cannot conduct at the same time. In this case the nns output voltage can be

varied from 0 to Vs by varying the modulation index from 0 to 1. If d- is the

width of the læth pulse then the rms output voltage is

IIP
Vrms =Ys{ tl-

In=1
(s.6)

The tluee-phase VSI which will be used in this section as the main

component of the ASVG load compensatol will be subjected to SPWM in each

phase in order to conrol the output voltage in each phase. Although charging or

discharging the dc capacitor to the coilect voløge is relatively slow, establishing

the correct modulation variables in each phase can be accomplished much faster.

The accumulative effect will be that of rapidly adjusting the peak value and phase

shift angle of the sinusoidal reference voltage (inverter output voltage) in each

phase to the appropriate value.

In Section 5.2 the SPVIM-VSI type loacl compensator will be analysed and

designed.

5.2 Load ConapensaÉon" Ðesigxe

The SpWM-VSI type load compensator configuration which will be designed

in tlús Section is shown in Figure 5.4 . The compensator is connected to the ac

system ancl load via a l3.2kV I 162V Y/A uansformer whose leakage reactance

is assurned equal to 207o. Similar to the steady-state model of Section 5.1.2 the

system's line-to-neuüal voltages are assumed balanced. The load is again

,þ,Ì'
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simulated as delta-<onnected resistances and reactances with a maximum leading

reactive power requirement of 1.0 MVfu. The modulaúon variables Mø, Mb and

Mc e¡erestricted to the range of 0.1 to 1.0. In a practical situaúon the load to be

compensated must. be carefully studied and the maximum leading reactive power

requirement determined for the worst case. This is important since the leading

reactive power gcnerating capability of the load compensator is determined by the

maximum dc voltage to which the available capacitor can be charged when the

range restrictions on the moclulation va¡iables aIe taken into account.

If the capacitor is assumed to charge up to its maximum voltage then the

response speed of the load compensator would essentially depend on the speed

with which the modulation variables I[a,luÍb, Mc,V,, ltt, m,l 1¿" can be conÍolled

by Pi control.

ll

tt

Figure 5.3: SPIiIM in a singlc-phase VSI

For this system the base quantities are as follows:

Prirqar rfY) s¡d c otF an $oÆrçd

¡r
tl

94

vo

Vs

-Vs
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Ssese = 1.0 MVA VsesB = l3.2KY InasB = 43.74 A Zsase = 174.23Q

secqsdslv-(aj-siie-af -trurúru
snese = 1.0 MVA Vsess = 0.762 KV IsasE =751.68 A ZsA.se = 0.581O

All system quantities are sulrlmarized in Appendix C.

In this seciion tlie load compensator will be designed to compensate loads in

the range of 0.6 p.f lagging and 5Vo imbalance to 0.9 p.f leading and 40Vo

imbaiance. A high pass filter will be used on the primary side of the transformer

in order to eliminate those characteristic harmonics which are not eliminated by

the SPWM harmonic contol technique. The control block consists of both the

SPIVM controls and the DC voltage controls along with blocks for measuring and

calculating the requirecl control variables. I¡l Section 5.2.1 the dc capacitor is

designed while the control block is designed in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 ÐC CapaciÉor Ðesign

The main component of the YSI which needs to be designed is the dc

capacitor since it is tlie voltage to which this capacitor is charged which

determines the rms value of the compensator's output voltages. During operation

of the SPWM-VSI load compensator the voltage across the dc capacitor will be

at its maximum value when the capacitor is fully charged and the compensator is

producing a maximum of 1.0 MVAI capacitive power with a maximum leading

output current 4, @ denotes primary side of üansformer) of 1.0 pu flowing

through the 207o transformer reactance' Therefore rcp = 43 '7 4 A and the rms

value of the secondary line current Iç, = 7 57 .68 A. Now the magnitude of the

required tms output voltage of the VSI refered to the primary, Vi = 15.84 KV

(1.2 pu) (by equation (5.7) )
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ví - 1.0
Icp =

0.2
Therefore the required

914.30 V.

rms output voltage of the VSI refened to the secondary is

ref. = 0

.=0
.=0

m{r, }n"(r,} l*{ r'}

Figure 5.4: Configuration of P\I¡M-VSI t,vpe logj contpensator

The next step is to calculate the required maximum dc capacitor voltage.

l1owever in order to accornplish this, consideration must be given to the harmonic

content of the VSI's ouiput voltage waveform. With reference to the analysis of

the VSI's output voltage wat'eforms under normal operation (without any

harmonic fiitering) which was <ieveloped in Chapter 3 , the observation is that the

output voltage waveform in each phase will contain odd harmonics. Due to

reasons which r'¿ele menúoned in that chapter the triplen harmonics are not

present.

As mentioned briefly in Section 5.1.3 sorne of the harmonics generated can h

T1\
t J,/
| 'v,
,I
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I

tT4lÞ
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I

I
I
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¡il
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I
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eliminated by the use of PW-l\4 where the output voltage waveforms are divided

into ¡r pulses per half-cycle and the remaining ones are eliminated by high-pass

filtering. Indepth analyses on the use of Pi/VM harmonic elimination techniques

are available in [18, 1g,21,22]. It is worth noting here that there is a practical

limit to the number of pulses which can be generated per half-cycle and hence

the number of voltage harmonics which can be eüminated by this method. The

reasons being that:

a) ths comrnutation of a GTO thyristor takes a definite time which establishes a

practical limit on the pulse frequency; and

b) each switching of the GTO thyristor is accompanied by some energy loss and

a high pulse nurnber rvill lower the efficiency of the inverter.

Generaily, with any PWM switching scheme with large numbers of pulses per

half-cycle, the amplitudes of the lower--order harmonics would be lower but

those of some higher-order harmonics would increase. Flowever as mentioned

earlier, the higher orcler harmonics are easier to eliminate by tuned filters' In fact

Moran, et. al. [13] suggests that with a tluee-phase VSI the distortiorl factor and

switching losses can be kept within acceptable lirnits by using an optimized

stored PWM voltage waveshaping pattern in whicli a set of nonlinear

ffanscendental equations, obtained f¡om the Fourier representation of the

inverter'S output waveforms, are solved by uútizing an iterative technique' In this

case if the number of pulses per half-cycle are maintained rtp = 11 then the rms

values of the fust ten characteristic harmoirics will be significantly reduced.

Another advantage associated with increased pulse number operation is the

reductioir in the size of the dc capacitor. Therefore in designing a suitable load

compensator, all the advantages and disadvantages mentioned above must be

taken into consicleration such that an optimizerl model rvhich is best suited to the

application at hand is develoPed.
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Since the method of output voltage cont¡ol used here is SPWM then to

increase the pulse number of the inverter and hence reduce the harmonics

produced would rertruire that the frequencl'of tlie fiangular carrier signal be

appropriately adjusted according to the requirements of Section 5'1'3' For the

load compensator being designed here the undesirable characteristic harmonics

up to tlre seventh will be eliminated by utilizing 4'pulses per half-cycLe Qt = {¡'

This is due to the fact that the sinusoidal modulation elirninates all harmonics less

tlran or equal to 2 p - I. Higher order harmonics will be eliminated by using a

high pass filter which is tuned to the eleventh voltage harmonic' This filter will

be connected to the primary (systern) side of the Y/A t¡ansformer' Ideally only

an inductive reactance should be connected between the inverter's ouþut voltages

and the system's voltages and if f,rlters afe connected to the secondary side of the

fransformer an aclditional phase-shift will be created. Therefore the reactive

power control is achieved more easily if the filters ale connected directly to the

system which is being compensated. The output voltage is therefore assumed to

contain only the fundamental component and hence the dc voltage across the

capacitor Vdc = 914.40 V.

In order to choose the proper value for the dc capacitor, Edwards and Nannery

[2] suggests that an appropriate value of capacitance will limit the peak-to-peak

ripple to l07o of the dc voltage when the system is providing maximum leading

output cuüent. The dc capacitor for the SPWM-VSI load compensator will be

based on the above criteria. Now accorcling to the above stipulations, when the

load compensator is providing maximum leading reactive power, the

peak-ro-peak value of rhe ripple voltage wili be gI.M V (by equation (5.8)).

V¡sp = 0.1 Vdc
(5.8)

The equivalent fms value of the peak-to-peak rippte voltage is given by
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"=#,
(5.e)

from rvhicltvr = 32.33 V (0.00245 pu). Frorn this result the required reactance

value of the capacitorXc can be calculated according to equaúon (5'10) where

I(pu) = 1.0 as stated earlier in this section'

xc(pu) =W
(5.10)

Now Xc (pu) = 0.00245 on a base of 114.27 Q . Therefore on a base of 0'5806

Çà , xc = 0.427 Çt (0.7352pu). The value of the requirerl dc capacitot is 62L2.14

uF according to equation (5.11) .

[ 
' 

ì
coc = 

t, "rJ
wherew = l20n

(s.11)

AlsoforaFCÆCRtypecompensatorfulfillingsilnilarreactivepolver

compensation requirements the rating of the required capacitor would be

approximately 32 times the above value.

5.2.2 The Response SPeed

In Section 3.3.2 th'rcproposed metliod for conftolling the charging and

discharging of the dc capacitor, thereby conmolling the dc voløge acloss it and

hence the amplitu<|e of the VSI's output voltage waveforms was to slightly adjust

the phase shift between the system and inverter voltages such that for a relatively

short period of time real power flows from the system to the inverter and vice



versa. This method of output voltage control will be used in order to maintain the

tlre charge on the capacitor at its peak voltage of 1.2 pu. The SPV/M will be

continually applied to each phase of the VSI to further adjust the voltage

amplitudes and phase sliift angles by different amounts in order to produce the

necessary unbalanced currents for load compensation' A practical illustration of

this ¡rethod of capacitor voltage confiol rvill now be presented.

The general explession for the apparent power flow between the ac system

and the VSI can be expressed in terms of fundamental components by equation

(s.\2)

VA Va c9s(ó)

Xt

û = phnseshíft

(s.r2)

From this farnilia¡ form of expressing s it is clear that the real part represents the

real power transfer (P) and the imaginary part the leactive power Uansfer (Q)'

Also equation (5.12) further emphasizes the fact that if the two voltages a¡e in

phase (f = 0') only reactive power is fiansfeffed betweell the VSI and system

and that real power flow is biiateral going from VA to V¿ for lagging P and vice

versa for leading S .

An ideal capacitor does not dissipate any of the energy supplied to it, but

stores ttrat energy in the form of an electric field. In fact a plot of the voltage

across, c1rrrent through and power to the capacitor during the charging phase is

shorvn in Figure (5.5) and the power curve is obtained by finding the product of

the voltage and cu¡rents at selected insta¡ts of time and connecting the points

obtained. The energy stored is represented by the shaded a¡ea under the power

curve.

¡
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Ic, Vc

vcu¡x

Icm¡x vc(t)

P(t) = vc(l) * ic(t)

É P*ht

ic(t)

vcun¡,s.

With the SPWM-VSI type load compensator, with a practical (non-ideal)

capacitor the capacitor voltage must be maintained ar' I.zpu (Vc¡aB6s = Vc veÐ'

Now suppose for some leason the measured voltage (Vcyga5) drops to the value

shown in Figure 5.5 then for a short period of tirne the controls must charge the

capacitor back to its original value of Vc MAX . With refertence to Figure 5'5 and

using calculus methods, the shaded area under the cuwe can be determined' This

area replesents the amount of energy required to charge the capacitor up to

Vcltnx and can be exPressed as

E=
(s.13)

refening again to Figure 5.5 the observation is that most of the energy is

concentrated in the area A ¡ and therefore the a¡ea of the lectangle P * Â r

usually Serve as a good approxirnation of the total enelgy change. Therefore

E = Pxh,t
(s.14)

In tlie simuiations the value of Â r will be stipulated for the worst case difference

betrveen the peak and measured capacitor voltages. Therefore the required real

llrr'.* - vrzuø¡s\
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powel transfer P can be found. A substitution into equation (5'I2) can produce

the correct Phase-shift angle @ .

lnitially, when the load is balanced and has a power factor of unity, the

modu.lation variables will assume values such that the system line currents ale

equal ancl in phase with the corresponding system line-to-neutral voltages,

thereby rnaintaining the compensatol output currents atzeÍo. Should there be a

change in the state of the load then the modulation variables will be appropriately

adjusted by PI control until the correct compellsator output clurents are flowing

through the transformer reactances thereby forcing the components of system

cuÍents, due to the undesirable symmetricai components, to zero. Hence the

system is returned to the pre-disturbance state and the load is compensated.

ln view of the above explzurations, one can conclude that the overall response

speed of the SPIVM-VSI type load compensatol will be governed predominantly

by the speed with which the correct modulation variabies can be established. As

mentioned earlier the rnodulation variables can be adjusted fairly rapidly and with

a very high degree of accuracy. Therefore the response speed and overall

performance of this compensator shoulcl be much better than the dual-bridge

compensator of the previous chapter. This compensatol is expected to

compensate the load within 2-3 cycles of the system's fundamental frequency'

The GTO switches in the SPV/M-VSI load compensator arrangement must be

capable of blocking a forward voltage equal to the dc capacitor voltage'

Therefore the GTO switches which are chosen must block a maximum forward

voløge of 914.40 V. As was explained in section (3.a) only unidirectional

blocking capability is required.

5,3 tpenaÉËCInr arad ContnoH

The controls for the PWM-VSI load compensator is of the feedback type, and
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is shown in Figure 5.6. This block is made up of three segments: the

measulement ancl calculations segment; the dc voltage control segment and the

SPWþÍ control segment. TIre purpose of the controls is to measure the s)'stem's

line cur¡ents Iás, /rs ancl 1", exgact from these the undesirable symmetrical

components nn{ l, }, o"[ /z ] and rmf i, ] due to the unsymmetrical load, hansform

these into cun'ents wliich are referred to in Figure 5.6 as IA*"ur., IBr"ur. and

ICrn"or. The real and imaginary components of these cunents are forced to zero by

the Sp'WM conftol block. In the th¡ee sections which follow, the operation of

these control blocks will be examined in cletail. However prior to this, a brief

analysis on how the rnodulation variables can be adjusted by PI confrol, as shown

in Figure 5.6, in order to congol separately the real and imaginary components of

the measured currents, will be presented'

.Ihe method of conftolling the modulalion variables Ma, Mb,

Mc,{t". !t¿, andrp" in this case is different from that which was presented in section

5.I.2. In this case both the real ancl irnaginary components of the currents which

are due to the undesirable symmetrical cument components (termed measu¡ed

currents in Figure 5.6) ale brought to zero, thereby ensudng that in the

simulations which follow, the compensator will produce acculate output currents'

Consider the modulation variable U tç, ( where the absence of a subscript

suggests considetation of the general case) which was plesented in Secúon 5'L'2'

This can be expressed in a¡other form as shown in equation (5.15)

ML{, = M cos(ú ) + i M sin(t/ )
(s.15)

where the real part of the moclulation variable (Re tM)) is expressed as Mcos(r/ )

and the imaginary pail (Im {M}) as Msin(r/ ) . If similar afguments are applied to

the expressions for the compensatol outptlt cuffents in Section 5'l'2, equaúon
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(5.2), then the following applies for each phase:

nMps

{ (uo"o, (þ" ) + i Masut@, )) . (v'o, (0) + i v sin (0)) - (to (co(0) . i tt"(otl
to" = '[ jx; I

where VA = L.0L0 utd !]. = l)o * V

(s.16)

Hence the real and imaginary components of the output compensator current Io"

can be represented as follows:

Rc{ral = 
{**-} 

= F (Masin (P. ))

Þ''
tm{ral = 

t#} 
=F(Macos(É.))

(s.r7)

If similar arguments are applied to phases b and c, and if by definition:

F¿=Ih-L20',þ"=\þ"¡.|20',VB=I.0L-120'andVC=LDLI}r

then for:

PWJ

Re{ra"} =
Mb sn Qu) - (1.0 sin l]n = F (Mb sin (p, ¡

Xt

r¡n{¡åJ - {l.o cos t-rzo'I - v ¡z¿ cos (É, )} = F (Mbcos (Bu ))

[ "' ) 
(s.ls)
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Dhase c

V Mc sin (/9" ) - (1.0 sin (l2f )) = F (Mc sin (8" ))
XI

1.0 cos (lz? ) - V Mc cos (f"
= F (Mc cos (p" ))

(s.1e)

T'herefore accorcling to the above analysis, in the simulations which follow the

real components of tlte compensator ctulents, Re{I) are controlled by confrolling

the imaginaly part of the modulation variable, Im{M} whilst the imaginary

components of tlie compensator cuüents, Im{I} can be confolled by controlling

the real component of the modulation variable Re {lr{}. From the results which

areobtainedthe rectruiredvalues of Ma,kllt,Mc,1þ".ltu.andv" canbecalculated

quite easily and to a very high degree of accuracy'

5.3.f- The Þãeasux.erTleå?f amcÍ calc¡¡[atioxrs Bloclc

The measurement ancl calculations segment of the load compensator's conFol

system is shorvn in Figure 5.7. Itis based on the principle whereby a three-phase

unsymmetrical rms phasor cunent system ( t^¿ûn,I,LþB.lrL{r) can be

transformed into the symmeFical cornponents /0, I¡ and /2 '

In the cligital simulations the measurement is performed by calculations and

thc above rnrs phasor representation of the currents may be transformed directly

into tlie Sequence components via the well known Fansfolmation matrix.

Re{rcJ =

im[c.] =
XT
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Due to the non-unity porver factor ancl unbalanced state of the load which is

being compensated, it is assumed in this section that the cuffents in the three

phases ale sinusoidal l¡ut do not constitute a Syfnmetrical three-phase system'

Therefore

?rr\
3l

.+)
(s.20)

where în,r,. represent ihe peak value of the sinusoidal c1¡rents. In terms of

phasor notation representation the above cuffents can be represented as shown in

equation (5.21)

t¿ (Ð = l¿ cos

^bG) = í¡cos

íc Q) = lc cos

(ru * pn)

{*' 
* r'

(,, * *,

11^
r^ = þeio^, n = þrilo'-gl, Ic = fi/1"'4l'

(s.21)

Since the interest here is in controlling the imaginary positive-sequence and the

real and imaginary negaiive-sequence cufient components only, the real part of



the positive-sequence currcnt is not a control variable in this control system.

Therefore all sequence current components, excluditig the real positive-sequence

current component are used as inputs to the 1,z-to-A,B,C transformatioll block'

The outputs from tliis block will contain all the infonnation required by the

controls to compensate the unsyrnmetrical load. These çuûents constitute the

rneasured inputs to sepafate PI regulators. The reference inputs to these PI

regulators are set to zero. The function of the controls is to bring the error signal,

rvhich is essentially the measured inputs, to zero.

5.3"2 The ÐC VoHÊage Contn'oEs

During the load compensation start-up process in order to prevent lafge

transients when the line voltage is flust applied to the VSI a dc precharging circuit

(not shown) is normally used t2l. This circuit will charge the capacitor to its peak

dc voltage. In some of the cases where the VSI was used for system

compensation [10,20] where the clc capacitor was charged to a nominal voltage

which is equivalent to the peak of the transformer secondary voltage, the dc

precharging mechanism usuaily consisted of breakers. These are initially closed,

and with the gate drives to the GTOs biocked, the capacitor is charged through

the diorJes of the inverter. After the capacitor is charged to its nominal voløge

the gate drives are cleblockecl in order to operate the inverter.

The dc confrols are expanded in Figure 5.8. Here the Phase Locked Loop

(pLL) which consists of a phase detector with an error integrator and a Voltage

Conrrolled Oscillator (VCO) lvill serve to establish synchronism between the VSI

and the ac system voløges. 'lhe function of these contols which will be slower

tha¡ the SPV/M confiols, is to maintain the clc voltage across the capacitor at its

peak valuc of 1.2 Pu.
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Phase Locked LooP

GTO
VSI

COMPEN.

Vc ntox set to 1.2

The input signal to the PI regulator is tlie resulting enor signal derived from the

difference betrveen the dc capacitor peak or maximum voltage and the measured

capacitor voltage, this error indicates the dc voltage demand. The voltage

demand signal is then summed with the output of the phase detector/error

integrator which serves as the input to the VCO. The reason for this is that if the

measured capacitor voltage is not equal to Vc max' then the voltage demand

signal will force tire PLL to produce the correct phase angle difference f rvhich

is required to charge or dischæge the capacitor to Vc max', thereby changing the

magnitude of the lneasued signal to Vc max. (1'2 pu)'

5.3.3 TEae SHIWÞX Controls

The sPWM control block of Figure 5.6 is expanded in Figure 5.9. First the

inverter output voltages va,vb and vc a¡e ftansformed into their two-phase

representation vo antl vp according to equation (5'22)'

1

3u'
I:lt

2l
Va==Va-:vb-

5J
1

vp - 0va ', ßru - vc
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Figure 5.o: Expartded SPWM conffols

These ale then transformed into the two axis- or d, q- representation according

to tlie following matrix üansformation which was inEoduced in Section 4.2.3 and

is use{ extensively in elecn'ic machines analysis in order to úansform three-phase

c1¡ïents of frequency w in fixecl axis windings to equivalent direct currents in

commutator windings.

[;;] = |:r l;; ì
(s.23)

The difference between the frequency w of the quadratrrre component and the

.ÐÏ*^r{,,"(r'

_:ï tï ìl[i;]

Mbsinr$6 )

Mbsin (wt - P5)

Mcsin(þ, )

Mcsín (wt - f")



reference frequenc¡ $,hich is 60 Hz in this case' serve as the input to the PI

regulator thereby controlling the frequencies of both the triangular ca¡rier wave

and ihe three sinusoidal refercnce signals for the SPWM process. Should there be

a c¡ange i¡ the reference frequency, the PI regulator would shift the frequency of

the SpWM controls such that the controller will continue to generate appropriate

ca¡rier ancl reference waveforms at the new frequency. Therefore this System can

operate effectively in situations where frequency excursions are expected' The

above controller is based on a measurement technique which \vas proposed by

Gueth, et at. [3] for measuring the sequence components for the compensation of

a raihvay elect¡ification project in which the voltages were often unbalanced and

the frequency experienced frequent ancl large excursions'

Results from the digital simulations of the tluee-phase SPWM-VSI load

compensator are presented in Section 5.4.

5.¿å R.esn¡Ets f'nonm Éåae Ðigñtal SixmulatËonas

In this section the results from sirnulations of the SPWM-VSI load

compensator using EMTDC wilt be presented and analysed. The resuits which

a¡e shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 represellt two cases respectively:

CASE I

Here the load is switched from a unity power factor, balanced load to a3570

unbalancecl 0.9 pf leading load at time=0'05 seconds.

CASE II

At time=0.05 seconds the load is switched from a unity power factor, balanced

state to a20Vo unbalanced 0.6 p.f lagging state.

In all simulations the capacitor is assumed charged to its peak voltage of I.2

pu and to be maintained at this voløge by way of the dc controls.
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The modulation variables in each case will assume values such that the output

cuffents frorn the load compensator are zero whenever the tluee-phase load is

bala¡ced and has a power factor of unity, that is when the system's line currents

are in phase with their respective line-to neutral voltages and all components of

the measured currents are equai to zero. Shouid the controls detect a change in

the state of the load, manifested by a change in the above control parameters, the

PI regulators would appropiiately acijust the modulation variables until the system

returns to its pre-disfurbance state.

In CASE I the constant gain k is set at unity whilst it is set at 1.3 for CASE II.

All undesiratlle liarmonics are assumed to be effectively filtered and as such

the results will reflect only fundamental components.
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Results from Figure 5.10 (a), (b) ancl (c) show that prior to the disturbance

the systern's line cufl'cnts are of equal magnitude and are in phase with the

corresponcling line-to-neutral voltages indicating that the load has a power factor

of unity ancl is balanced. Vr/hen the disturbance is initiated the currents are no

longer of equal magnitudes and are ttow out of phase with the conesponding

voltages. In this case whe¡e the switched load is 0.9 p.f leading and35To

imbalanced the compensator is capable of compensating it within I cycle. This

would probably increase to about 2-3 cycles when practical time delays in all

control blocks and in the GTO-VSI a¡e taken into consideration. Figure 5.10 (d)'

(e) ancl (f) show that the output compensator cuffents are of unequal amplitudes

and experience difference phase relationships with the coresponding system

voltages. These results also shorv how the measured system currents, IA meas.,

IB meas. and IC meas., which are due to the undesirable sequence current

components are rapidly reduced to zero. In 5.10 (g), (h) and (i) the required

inverter output voltages which result in load compensation are of unequal

7
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amplitudes and are phase shifted by clifferent amounts with reference to the

corresponding systern voltages. Figure 5.10 (i), (k) and (l) show the modulation

variables Ms, Mb, lvlc, p", flr, þ,.r1,..1þu. u'ñ, tp". The dc capacitor voltage is shown

in Figure 5.10 (m). As is explained by the considerations of Section 5.2.1 tltis

voltage is dc rvith a ripple component.
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For CASE II the load is again fully con-ìpensated in about 1 cycle of the

systern's fundamental frequency. In this case however the amplitudes of the

VSI's output voltages arc in general greater than those of the system whereas in

Figure 5.10 ttrey lvere smaller. This lesult is expected accolding to the

compensation equations (5.1 and 5.3) which were derived for the steady state

compensator model. The results in Figure 5.11 are presented in a similar manner

to those of Figure 5.10.

A proposed method for reclucing the complication of the controls of this

SpWM-VSI load compensator could be that of using a feedforward type control

struct1¡¡e much like the compensators of Chapter 2. In this case the colttrol

equations which lvere developed in Section 5.3, namely equations 5.16-19 could

represe¡t a set of steacly-state equations lvhich could be continually solved in

order to derive the appropriate modulation variables. These could then be applied

directly to the SPWM control block which would send the appropriate signals to

the VSIs fring logic thercby elirninating the need for feeding back the system

cuüents a.nd in tlte process elirninating the need for PI regulators. In such a

compensator the calculations could be perfonned by a PHSC. Harmonic

elimination could be performed by using tuned filters as in [2] or by using an

optimized PWI'4 switching pattern as in [13].

The chapter which foilows will be devoted to brief comparisons of all the

methods of load compensation which were presented in this thesis along with a

few recotnmendations for improving their performance.

5,5 Chapter SunnarmarY

In this chapter a load compensator which is based on the use of SPWM of a

VSI was analysed, designed and simulated on EMTDC. The results proved that

tt2



the SPWM-VSI type load compensator is the only ASVC alrangement which

will satisfy the objectives of this thesis. However before designing the actual

SPV/M-VSI a steady-state moclel was stuciied and the results proved that if the

magnitudes and phase shift angles of the output voltages of the VSI are unequal

with respect to the corresponding ac systeÍn voltages, then it is possible to

generate varying amouliis of both imagiirary positive-sequence and

negative-sequence currents to compensate any rapidly varying three-phase load'

A few existing PV/M voltage control techniques were studied and the SPWI\4 was

found to be the most suitable for the load compensator.

The controls for the load compensator were designed to be of the feedback

type with four lnain control blocks, namely: a measruement and calculations

block responsible for measuring and converting the system curents into currents

due o1ly to the unclesirable symmetrical components; a set of PI regulators with

reference input signals set to zero thereby forcing the measured cur¡ents from tlte

measruement and calculations block to zero; a SPWM conhol block which

converted the outputs from the PI regulators into appropriate reference and carrier

signals thereby deriving proper gating signals for the six GTO switches and which

was capable of performing satisfactorily in the event of frequency fluctuations;

and a DC control block which utilized PI control in order to maintain the dc

capacitor voitage ai its peak value by controlling the phase shift angle between

the VSI's output voltages and the corresponding system's line-to-neufral

voltages. Finally the designed SPU¡I\4-VSI load compensator was simulated on

EMTDC and the results presented and analysed. The chapter concludes with

recommendation for sirnplifying tlie controls of the load ASVC type load

compensator.

Other conclusions wliich can be drawn from this chapter includes:

1. The SPWM switching scheme can also be used for liarmonic elimination. In
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this case a pulse number of 4 (4 pulses per half-cycle) resulted in the elimination

of the 5th. and 7th. characteristic voltage harmonics. This resulted from the fact

that the SPV/]\{ technique can eliminate all harmonics less than or equal to 2p - li

2. The size of the capacitor used in this design is 4 times smaller than a design

utilizing a pulse number of 1 ancl approximately 32 times smaller than a TCRÆC

of equivalent rating;

3. The response speed of the simulated load compensator is better than the

TCRIFC type compensators of chapter 2 and about 7 times better than the

dual-bridge design. Also the compensation range of the SPVÆ\4-VSI load

compensator is far better than the dual-bridge system and simila¡ to the TCR/FC

type load compensators. The controls for the SPWM-VSI rvere however more

involved than those of the TCR/FC type compensator.

4. The simulated SPVVM-VSI load compensator compensated all loads within I

cycle. This is expected to increase to about 2-j cycles when practical time delays

in all the control l¡iocks and in the GTO-VSI are taken into consideration.
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6.L Corecåusåorss

The main objective of this thesis, as stated in Chapter 1, was to explore the

possibility of using ASVCs for load compensation and to compare the findings

with current types of load coinpensators. After investigating the use of fring

angle conhol in CSIs ancl phase shift angle confol in VSIs for positive-sequence

current çonttol, the use of PW control in CSIs and VSIs for negative-sequence

current conffol, the analysis, clesign and digital silnulation of a combination of a

pWcontrollecl CSi and a firing angle contto[ed CSI in the form of a dual-bridge

loacl compensatol, and the analysis, clesign and digital simulation of a

SPTVM-VSI type load cornpensator, tire conclusion reached was that the

SpW¡\4-VSI rype load compensator is the best practical method of utilizing an

ASVC for speedy and accurate load compensation.

Each chapter of this thesis contains a sumnary of the conclusions which were

drawn in the çorllse of this study. Some of the other major conclusions which

resuited frorn this study are stated below:

1. The SPWM-VSI loacl compensator is capable of compensating loads within

1 cycle of the system fundamental frequency.

2. The dual-bridge lcad compensatol cannot serve as a practical load

compensator since its cornpensating speed is slower than both the TCRÆC type

compensators and its cotnpensation rarìge is limited.

3. The VSI ancl CSI type ASVCs can perform equally well for power factor

correction if they are synchronized to the ac system and if fluing angle confrol is
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used in the CSI and phase shift angle control is used in the VSI.

4. The GTO based ASVC is projected to possess over ihe SVC advantages

which inclucle: a reduction in size and rveight (approx. 657o); increased

compensation with better transicnt performance; decreased costs (approx. 307o):

the use of smaller sized capacitors (approx. 1/8th); irnproved harmonic

performance due to increased pulse number operation; and better unbalanced

reactive power control.

5. The application of a novel method of pulse width control using a sinusoidal

modulation of the form M sin ( 2rrz + ó ) to a CSI renders the CSI capable of

genetating unþalanced cunents for balancing three-phase unsymlnetrical loads'

The magnitude of the modulating signal, M, controls linearly the magnitr'rde of

the resulting negative-sequence current components due to the unbalanced output

cur¡ents. The phase shift angle ó of the rnodulating signal controls from 0o to

360o the phase of the resuiting negative-sequence current colnponents due to the

unbala¡ceci output currents. The thild harmonic output cur¡ent is directly

proportional to the difference between the width of the pulse before and after

modulation and cannot be eliminaæd by clelta connected transformers or normal

inverter operation. The PW control scheme cannot be successfuily applied to a

VSI since for a period of the control cycle the current flows through the

freewheeling diodes.

6. A control scheme which involves the use of a PI reguiator, a VCO and a

phase. detector/egot integrator can be used, in order to derive appropriate phase

shift angles between the VSI's and ac systetn's voltages thereb¡' maintaining the

voltage across the dc capacitor in the SPV/M-VSI type load compensalor at a

predetermined value.

7. A suitable SPWM conftol scheme rvhich operates effectively in load

compensation situations where large frequency fluctuations are expected can be
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realized by utilizing two transformations and PI control. The fust transformation

is used to transform the instanøneous voltages into two-phase (cr, p ) quantities

and the second transforms the two-phase quantities into their equivalent two-axis

(d,q) components. The PI conftoller is used in order to genefate appropriate

sinusoidal reference signals and a triangular carrier wavefortn at a measured

frecluency which is set equal to whatever tlie reference frequency is. Therefore

va¡iations in the reference frequency will be followed by equal variations in the

frequencies of the generated SPWM waveforms.

6"2 Recormgã?eg?{åaÉioms

Since the Sp\#.M-VSI load compensator utilized GTO thyristors whose costs

are projected to decrease with time, more iesearch should be done with regards to

establishing actual capital and operating Çosts of ttre SPWM-VSI type load

compensator when compared to the TCRÆC type load compensator.

The use of feeclforward, direct calculations type controls with a PHSC for the

SPWM-\rSI load compensator should be the focus of further research and its

perforr¡ance compared with the feedback system which was designed in thesis.
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Calculations involving the use of PV/ control with the sinusoidal modulation

va¡iable M sin ( Zutt t- ð ) applied to a CSI for negative-sequence cuflent

control.

Belorv is an example of the CSI's ouryut current waveforms after the sinusoidal

moclulation of the form ø = ao + Msin (2wt + ð ) is applied to each phase'

Here ilre bold lines represent the waveforms after modulation and the shaded

areas represent the change in the pulse wiclth with respect to the pre-modulated

cuûent waveform.
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If we apply Fourier analysis to phase ø then the resuliing expfessions for the

coefficients of the Fowier cosine and sine series based on the fundamental

components only can be calculated as follows :
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cos(wt) dwt

(A.1)

and

sin(wt) dwt

(^-2)

If similar calculations are car¡ied out in the three phases of the inverter and the

firing angles are read in the following order,

Q6 = 30o + M sin (0' {- ð)

&|=g}o +Msin(120"+ô)
a,b = 150o + M sin (2400 + t))

a'o=210o+Msin(0'+d)
ec = 270o + lÍ sin (120o + ð)

aL = 330o + M sin (2400 + ô)
(,{.3)

then for

Ebasss

Aa = ,'* {t^(150o + Msin (240" + d )) - sin (30o + Msin (d ))}

Ba = Zb {cos (30' + Msin (ô )) - cos (1500 + Msin (2400 * ð ))}
n r' 

(A'4)

BM.

At) = zb isin (270, + Msin (480o + ô )) - sin (i50' + Msin (240o + a )))
fit

Bt) = zb fcos (150, + Msin (240o + d )) - cos (2700 + Msin (4800 * ô ))]
fit

(A.5)

2L [150 
+ Msin (240 + ð)

Aa = --:lñ Jlo" + Msind

^ 2l¿ ¡150 
+ Msitt(2w + ð)

Ba = 
-llú Jlo + Msinð
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Phase c

Ac = z! lri"(3oo 
+ /t¿sin (ô )) - si' (270o + Msin (4800 + a ))]

Bc = 2!! {"o, (2700 + Msin (4800 + ô )) - cos (30o + Msin (ð ))}
îrt

(4.6)

From the above coefficients, expressions for the fundamental current component

in each phase, as a fuuction of the modulation variables M and ô , can be found'

Ia = Aacos B,f + Basin wf

Ib = Abcos rYf + Bb sin wf

Ic = Accos ltt + Bccos ltt

where the magnitude of Ia is given by the expression

(A.7)

llal =
(A.8)

and the phase angle of Iø is given by the expression

Iorì
#n = '"" t*J

(A.e)

The currents in phases b and c can be expressed in a similar manner'

If the symmetricarl component transformation is now applied to these cuüents as

shown below:

12 =ln + azlb + "'l+

t25
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then it is possible to calculate any magnitude and phase for the resulting

negative-sequence cuffent as a function of M and ô . An example is given below'

ExamBþ

SupposeM=|Vandð=|2v.Ifforeaseofcalculationweassumethat

2td = L0 pu, then by equatio's (4.4-6), the following are obtained:
îl

Aa = -0.1247, Ba = 1.647, Ab = -1.4g, Bb = -0'715' Ac = !'6!3 and Bc = -0'931

and from equations (A'.8,9)'

16 = !.652L -4.33", Ib = l'653L- 115'63' ancl /c = l'863L120"

If the symmetrical component ftansformation is now applied according to

equation (4.10), then the output negative_sequence cunent which could be

derived is given bY I' = o'l44Luo '
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List of Components for the simulated dual-bridge load compensator:

@
5th fiiter: C = B0 uF, L = 3.52 rrÉ1, R = 0'133 CI

7th filter: C = 80 uF, L = 1.795 mLI, R = 0'095 o

llth filter: C = 40 uF, L = 1.454 rnH, R = 0'12 CI

13th fiiter: C = 40 uR L = 1.04 rnH, R = 0'i02 o

I{.P filær: C = 70 nF, L = 0.348 mH, R = 4'46 Í)

Ld =23.28 rnÍ-l

Xft = 40To

Ne eatiJkfçquçnsç B r idÁç

3rdfilter: C=B0uF, L=9.77 mf7, R=0'22 O

5thfilter: C=BouF, L=3.52mH, R=0'133 Çl

7th filter: C = 80 uR L = 1.795 rnFI, R = 0'095 O

llth filter: C = 40 uF, L = 1.454 mH, R = 0'12 É-t

13th filter: C = 40 uF, L = 1.04 mH, R = 0'102 Çl

H.P filter: C = 70 uR L = 0.348 mH, R = 4'46 o

Xl:r =20Vo
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APPÐNÐHX C

List of pafameters for the simulated sPwM-vsI load compensator

r/Â hansformer: l3.zFiV 1762Y with Xt =20 Vo

Dc side capacitor, Cd = 1553.92 uF

B asç Qu an titicslç¡J=srdç

ssess = 1.0 MVA V¡rrse = l3.2KY IsasB = 43-74 A Zsase = t74'23 A

@
ssnse = 1.0 MVA Vnass =0.162KY Inese =157.68 A Zsase = 0'581o

Peak capacitor voitage = 1.2 pu =914.40 V(dc) ref. to secondary side

H.P filter from llth harmonic: c = 40 uR L = 1.454 rnH, R = 0'12[t

GTO switches required to block forward voløge of 914.40 V.
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